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Quan hi ha temporal, que` e´s me´s fort, el jonc o el roure?
El roure s’alc¸a imponent, i enorme i orgullo´s combat el
vent amb la seva gruixuda escorc¸a.
El jonc manca de mida i escorc¸a, la blana tija no pot
lluitar de la mateixa manera.
L’un resisteix, immutable. I de vegades venc¸, quan el
vent es rendeix. Pero` d’altres, la seva rigidesa el
converteix en un ama`s d’estelles. El roure guanya de
vegades. L’altre mai no resisteix i sempre ho fa. Quan el
vent bufa i l’amenac¸a, no el combat, sino´ que s’inclina en
la direccio´ que aquest marca i usa la seva forc¸a al seu
favor. La seva flexibilitat fa que es doblegui, sense arribar
mai a trencar-se. El jonc guanya sempre.
Proverbi xine`s.
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ABSTRACT
As CMOS technology scales down, Process, Voltage, Temperature and Ageing (PVTA) variations have an increas-
ing impact on the performance and power consumption of electronic devices. These issues may hold back the
continuous improvement of these devices in the near future. There are several ways to face the variability problem:
to increase the operating margins of maximum clock frequency, the implementation of lithographic friendly layout
styles, and the last one and the focus of this thesis, to adapt the circuit to its actual manufacturing and environment
conditions by tuning some of the adjustable parameters once the circuit has been manufactured. The main chal-
lenge of this thesis is to develop a low-area variability compensation mechanism to automatically mitigate PVTA
variations in run-time, i.e. while integrated circuit is running. This implies the development of a sensor to obtain
the most accurate picture of variability, and the implementation of a control block to knob some of the electrical
parameters of the circuit.
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PART I
GENERAL DISCUSSION

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION &
BACKGROUND
Technology scaling has made it possible to integrate more transistors into a single chip, increasing functionalities
and decreasing the cost per unit. As a consequence, clock frequency has also been scaled up, so that these sys-
tems can compute faster more complex operations. In addition, supply voltage has been scaled down in order to
reduce power consumption. However, as CMOS technology scales, PVTA variations have an increasing impact
on performance and power consumption of electronic devices. Variability causes an undesirable dispersion of per-
formance and power consumption and a consequent increase of chips per wafer which do not meet the expected
specifications.
Yield is defined as the percentage of chips meeting specified timing and power constraints [23]. From an
economical point of view, a 1-2% of Yield loss implies millions or even billions of dollars of revenue loss [24].
To tackle this issue, Design For Manufacturability techniques try to increase Yield by modifying designs making
them simpler in order to make them more manufacturable, i.e., to improve Functional Yield, Parametric Yield, or
reliability [25].
Adaptive techniques try to overcome the impact of PVTA variations by adjusting circuits once they have been
manufactured. Post-silicon tuning is an effective solution to reduce the distribution of maximum clock frequency
and power consumption, and thus, to improve Yield [26].
1.1 Trends of Scaling
In 1965, Gordon Moore predicted that the number of integrated transistors per die would increase by a factor of
two per year, at least, until 1975 [27]. In 1975 Moore predicted a change in the slope based on economic reasons
[28], with a doubling every two years, rather than every year. This law is still valid nowadays. In Figure 1.1 the
increase in the number of transistors per die since 1971 can be observed. The channel length of transistors has
been shrunk by a factor of more than 300 in 40 years. This has made it possible to operate at higher speed for the
same power per unit area, since maximum operation frequency increases with transistor scaling.
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Figure 1.1 Moore’s Law applied to the number of transistors per die compared to Intel Processors. Data from [1][2].
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Figure 1.2 Moore’s Law applied to clock frequency compared to Intel Processors. Data from [3][4].
Figure 1.2 shows that clock frequency also scaled up following Moore’s law until the 2000s. However, it is clear
to see the frequency hold back when magnitudes of GHz were achieved. Despite the fact that sub-micron transistors
can switch faster, a number of reasons explain why frequency does not keep increasing with each generation.
Firstly, parasitic capacitances induced by interconnections become critical in new technologies. Secondly, die area
increases in order to make new processes economically viable, and thus, resulting in the increase of interconnection
track length as well as its harmful effects. In fact, tracks have a big impact on metrics such as speed, power
consumption and reliability [29]. Finally and more importantly, power consumption is directly proportional to
clock frequency and power management and dissipation is one of the main problems with technology scaling.
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Figure 1.4 Evolution of VDD .
According to Figure 1.3, power density has increased up to tenths of Watts per square centimeter. This can be
attributed to the increase of clock speed observed in Figure 1.1. Both of them have a similar trend since power
density has turned into one of the major upper bounds of clock scaling. Actually, temperature at the surface of
an integrated circuit has a significant impact on the behavior, performance, and reliability of the semiconductor
devices placed on it [30]. In order to reduce power density, and thus, power consumption, supply voltage has also
been scaled. Figure 1.4 shows the evolution of VDD during the last 30 years.
As technology scales transistor channel length, devices work in a velocity-saturated mode if supply voltage
remains constant. In this scenario, a high power supply voltage implies a power penalty rather than improving
transistors performance and, what is more, it may trigger reliability issues induced by hot-carrier effect and oxide
breakdown [29]. For this reason, supply voltages have been reduced by a factor of five, and forecasts point to
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further reductions. In [31], the author theoretically demonstrates that the minimum usable supply voltage for a
CMOS inverter is about 8kT/q, or 200 mV of power supply at room temperature.
However, scaling supply voltage while keeping threshold voltage constant results in an important loss of perfor-
mance. Hence, threshold voltage has also to be scaled, causing an exponential increase in the device sub-threshold
current as well [32]. This sub-threshold current, also known as leakage current, is said to be crucial in sub-micron
(<250 nm) technologies, specifically for low power applications or portable devices.
In conclusion, CMOS technology scaling has made electronics more affordable to our society since the price
per chip is continuously decreasing and, moreover, transistor scaling and SoC technologies have made it possible
to integrate several functions into just one device, and thus answering the market needs. However, this continuous
scaling has made circuits more prone to failure since error margins have also diminished, and hence, several
physical and electrical phenomena no longer be neglected.
1.1.1 Challenges
According to the above considerations, transistor scaling has many benefits. However, PVTA variations arise
as a result of transistor, supply voltage and operating clock frequency scaling. Variability produces substantial
variations to physical characteristics of devices and interconnections. Supply voltage scaling, especially in near-
threshold levels also makes variability of these physical parameters more important due to exponential dependence
of currents in this regime. An increase of clock frequency, power density and temperature causes the appearance
of temperature hotspots.
Consequently, electrical parameters of devices, such as threshold voltage, are affected and introduce variability
in both space and time. Variability in electrical parameters is translated into variability in circuit characteristics
such as leakage power, dynamic power and maximum operating clock frequency.
1.1.2 Design solutions
From the designer’s point of view there are several reasons to continue improving designs or looking for solutions
to reduce the problems that arise from technology scaling. The first and the most important reason is economical
since the manufacturing cost of the newest CMOS process is prohibitive for some applications and for this reason
a low yield implies a large economic loss. Another important reason is the fact that even new transistor generations
such as FD-SOI and FinFETs are not exempt from PVTA variability and reliability issues. Undesired effects of
CMOS transistor scaling can be tackled at two different design stages:
System/Block/Circuit level: implementing sleep modes [33] or thermal monitoring [34] as well as the use
of multiple voltage [35] or body bias [36] domains to manage power consumption and/or performance. Post-
silicon tunable implementations give the possibility of avoiding or correcting malfunctioning issues, conse-
quence of PVTA variations. In this thesis a novel circuit to reduce variability effects is proposed.
Cell/Transistor level: the effects of variability can also be minimized by means of layout techniques. It is well
known that regular layout structures suffer less from variability than non-regular layouts [9][37]. The main
advantage of such techniques is that they do not require any post-silicon tuning mechanism, since variability
is reduced by design. However, these kinds of implementations typically imply an important area penalty.
1.2 Types of Variability and its impact
PVTA variations have become a hot topic in the literature since the effects of these variations tend to be more
harmful as technology scales down. Variability can be classified according to the source of variations, i.e. those
static and dynamic factors which result in circuits not working properly, and according to the scale of variations,
that is, variability between nearby transistors, across the silicon die, die-to-die or wafer-to-wafer.
Table 1.2 summarizes the main sources of PVTA variations and organizes them according to their spatial and
time scale.
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Proximity Static
Dynamic
Reversible Irreversible
Die-to-Die
Parameter means
(L, TOX , NSUB ...)
Operating temperature BTI mean, HCI
Within-Die
(systematic)
Lens aberration, Proximity effect,
Voltage IR drops
Hotspots, SSN, Activity factor Electromigration
Within-Die
(random)
LER, RDD, IR Self-heating σV T−BTI
Table 1.1 Classification of Variations according to proximity and time dependence [22].
Figure 1.5 Electron concentration showing the impact of RDD [5]. Reprinted with permission.
1.2.1 Process Variations
Process Variations as its name indicates are those variations that are inferred to silicon chips during its manufac-
turing process. There are many factors involved in these variations, which are described below, causing reliability
and power consumption issues to silicon devices.
1.2.1.1 Causes of Process Variations Process variations appear due to several different causes, some related
to atomistic effects of the device structure and dimensions (Random Variations), and others related to manufac-
turing process imperfections (Systematic Variations). In sub-100 nm technologies, the number of dopants of each
transistor channel is a relatively small number. As a matter of fact, the microscopic variations in the number and
location of dopant atoms in the channel induce device RDD variations [38]. RDD is considered the most significant
contributor to variability. In Figure 1.5 the electron concentration due to RDD variations can be observed.
Atomic-scale behavior of the manufacturing process creates missing chunks of atoms from the surface of the
gate width, which is known as LER [23]. LER is produced by a statistical variation in the incident photon count
during lithography exposure, and the absorption rate, chemical reactivity, and molecular composition of photoresist
[22]. Figure 1.6 shows the potential distribution in device under the effects of LER.
The oxide layer used to separate the transistor gate from the substrate affects the electrical properties of the
device. Oxide thickness (TOX ) is one of the limiting factors for device scaling due to the exponential relationship
with gate tunnelling currents [39], which contribute to leakage power consumption. For this reason, the author in
[40] suggests to scale down TOX no further than 2 nm, which corresponds to 10 atomic layers. Variations in 1 or 2
atomic layers of TOX cause significant VTH variations that leads to leakage and performance variability [41]. This
effect is known as Interface Roughness (IR).
Strain is also another cause of variability which has an impact on the electric resistance of silicon. Strain alters
the band structure of Si, causing changes to properties such as bandgap, effective mass, mobility, diffusivity of
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2
Figure 2 . Comparison of the histograms of VT obtained from ROD only
and LER only simulations at VD = 100 m V .
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Figure I. Potential distribution in an example 30 nm x 200 nm MOSFET,
illustrating the introduction of LER by the simulator.
Figure 3 . Comparison of the histograms of VT obtained for LER simulations
at VD = 100mV and VD = 800mV .
Table 1
STATISTICAL MOMENTS OF TilE DATA FOR LER SIMULATIONS AT
VD = 100mV AND VD = 800 m V .
Statistic VD = 100mV VD - 8 0 0 m V
Minimum (mV) 0.1594 0.0655
Maximum (mV) 0.272 0.235
Mean (mV) 0.231 0.1743
St. Dev. (mV) 0.0128 0.0192
Skew -0.417 -0.431
Kurtosis 0.343 0.363
0.30.250.15 0.2
VT(V)
0.1
magnitude. Comparison of the extracted distributions with
reference Gaussian distributions having mean (p,) and standard
deviation (0") values calculated from the data , shows that the
LER induced distribution of VT is skewed in the opposite
direction compared to the RDD induced distribution. This is
consistent with the negative skew values extracted from the
distribution and is summarised together with the rest of the
statistical moments in Table 1. The positive skew in the RDD
case is related to the Poisson distribution that determines the
number of dopants in the statistically important region of the
transistor. The negative skew due to LER is attributable to
threshold voltage lowering due to early turn-on in devices with
Figure 2 compares the distribution of VT introduced by RDD
and LER at low drain (VD = 100mV). It is clear that while
RDD are the dominant source of statistical variability in this
device , LER introduces statistical variability of a comparable
III. R ESULTS
tion is characterised by two parameters - the RMS amplitude
(6.) and the correlation length (A). In this study values of
6. = 1.6667 nm and A = 30 nm are used to generate the
random source/drain and gate edges introduced by the resist
during fabrication. Figure I shows the potential distribution in
an example device featuring LER.
There are significant technical challenges associated with
performing statistical simulations on such a scale. Improved
grid algorithms have been used here for handling output data
and job tracking. In total, the simulations performed for this
study used over 40,000 CPU hours on a 2.4 GHz AMD
Opteron system. Computational resources were provided by
ScotGrid 1151. where job submission was performed via the
Globus software toolkit. Since the functionality of Globus on
Scotgrid is limited to single job submission and monitoring,
large-scale job submission was achieved using the Ganga
frontend [161. where the system limits the maximum number
of concurrent jobs per user to 1,000. Since our simulator itself
can create and simulate a statistical sample of devices within a
single job execution, the facilities provided by Ganga proved
sufficient to perform this study. Special care was taken to
track failed simulations in order to ensure that the statistical
integrity of the samples was preserved. A complex PostgreSQL
data management system, originally developed to perform the
random dopant study, was used to manage and manipulate
the large amounts of output data produced by such a large
number of jobs. Additionally, the PostgreSQL system was used
to provide live job status monitoring, facility for which is not
provided by Ganga/Globus. The PostgreSQL system was also
used for complex data mining searches via SQL queries and
provides direct interfaces to analysis tools such as ' R' and
Python .
Figure 1.6 Potential distribution in a 30 nm x 200 nm MOSFET [6]. Copyright 2009 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
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Figure 1.7 The gap between the wavelength of light used for lithography and transistor feature size [7].
Figure 1.8 Coma effect. Two identical patterns are printed with different widths [8]. Copyright 2006 IEEE. Reprinted with
permission.
dopants, and oxidation rates [42]. Regarding manufacturing process-related variations, we should mention possible
inhomogeneity in physical and chemical conditions across wafer, and especially lithography related effects.
Current lithography tools have an illumination wavelength (193 nm) which is much greater than the smallest
feature size IC manufacturers are attempting to print (see Figure 1.7. The increasing sub-wavelength gap causes
very poor resolution and printability that, in turn, introduces substantial variability to the manufacturing and elec-
trical performance yield of devices. Lens aberrations create optical path differences for each pair of rays through
the imaging system. For example, Coma effect is a lens aberration that depends on neighborhood and location. It
causes a gate surrounded by non-symmetrical structure to print differently from its mirror image [8].
1.2.1.2 Spatial Scale of Process Variations Process variations can be classified in terms of its spatial char-
acteristics. They are classified in three groups: Within-Die, Die-to-Die and Wafer-to-Wafer [43]. WID and D2D
classifications reflect some of the spatial characteristics of the variations along the wafer as shown in Figure 1.10.
Those which vary slowly across the wafer are known as D2D (across-field) variations and they are caused by vari-
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Figure 1.9 Proximity effect due to lithography [9]. Copyright 2010 American Scientific Publishers. Reprinted with
permission.
[a] [b] [c]
Figure 1.10 Scale of variatons: Die-to-Die [a], Within-Die systematic [b], Within-Die random [c] [10]. Reprinted with
permission.
ations related to photo-litographic and etching process parameters. When variations change over distances smaller
than the dimension of a die they are called WID (inter-field) variations.
In more detail, WID variations can be systematic or random. Systematic variations are typically induced by
strain, lens aberration and layout dependent variations, among others. Random variations as a result of natural
limits to scaling, and are mainly caused by RDD, LER and IR. Variations can cause differences in electrical
characteristics of two identical devices with the same geometry, layout, and neighborhood [44].
1.2.1.3 Effects of Process Variations The effects of RDD and LER are changes on threshold voltage [45],
which is a key factor of CMOS transistor performance and leakage power consumption. More precisely, leakage
dramatically changes for small VTH changes. IR effects also vary leakage but without modifying VTH , that is,
delay is not affected by IR [23].
From the spatial perspective, WID random variations individually produce changes to each transistor of the
silicon die. This means a ∆Delay that in relative terms will have a bigger influence in those gates with transistors
with smaller channel width than in those with larger channel width. The reason lies in the fact that, according to
Pelgrom’s law, random variability varies as
√
WL. All these differences in delay are carried along circuit paths
which results in overall path delay variability. What is more, the random nature of these variations increases the
number of critical paths.
Power variability, and more precisely leakage, will suffer huge statistical deviations being more relevant in
those transistors with smaller VTH . The smooth shape of WID systematic and D2D variations produces an overall
variation in power or delay in a certain die area (WID) or an entire die (D2D, W2W). This may cause the presence
of hotspots as a consequence of systematic dynamic power increase.
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Figure 1.11 An example of an IR Drop simulation across power rails [11]. Copyright 2015 Teklatech. Reprinted with
permission.
1.2.2 Voltage Variations
Power Distribution Networks also suffer from variability as a consequence of the continuous scaling of technology
making systems more prone to suffer from noise.
1.2.2.1 Causes of Voltage Variations Two main factors can be distinguished: SSN and IR voltage drops.
SSN is generated when a rapid switching of current occurs in inductive circuit components of the power/ground
network. These inductive parasitic circuit elements of the network are due to the interconnection structures, such
as the packaging, vias on the PCB, traces on the PCB, and decoupling capacitors. The SSN causes the voltage
level at a position in a plane cavity to fluctuate; it propagates to other positions by electromagnetic propagation
in the plane cavity and is also coupled to other plane cavities through cutouts or through other interconnection
structures [46]. On the other hand, IR drops appear due to resistive losses across on-chip PDN [47]. Floorplanning
and placement stages in complex designs with millions of cells are difficult when IR voltage drops are taken into
account.
1.2.2.2 Spatial Scale of Voltage Variations Both SSN and voltage drops have a spatial dependency. SSN
causes electromagnetic noise which is coupled through power rails interfering with nearby interconnections and
transistors. From the cell or circuit perspective under a noisy environment, the closer and larger the source of SSN
is, the higher the power supply fluctuations will be. IR voltage drops also depend on the physical arrangement of
cells. If a power-consuming cell is placed far away from a power pad, or the supply current of a power network
node is too large, the voltage drop becomes important.
1.2.2.3 Time Scale of Voltage Variations SSN temporal behavior depends on operation frequency and activity
factor of circuits. More concisely, SSN can achieve resonant frequencies comparable with the clock frequency. For
example, in [48], a 1 A triangle pulse of 2 ns period with rise/fall time of 300 ps is inserted into a circuit obtaining
maximum resonant frequencies of the PDN at 260 MHz and achieving noise magnitudes larger than 30 mV. In
contrast, IR voltage drops can be considered almost static since voltage fluctuations depend on the average current
within a particular area. Hence, if the activity factor and thus the average current do not change significantly,
changes in voltage drops are not appreciable with time. Switching between different power modes (e.g. from
standby to active) or sudden changes in operating conditions may make these drops changing in time considerably.
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Nevertheless, their frequency can be considered much lower than the clock operating frequency. This is especially
critical since an IR voltage drop that persists over time can induce sustained timing errors.
1.2.2.4 Effects of Voltage Variations Voltage variations may impoverish the driving capability of logic gates
and thus reducing circuit performance and reliability. While SSN may produce occasional clock violations due
to fast decays on PDN, the effects of voltage drops last for many clock cycles. In the worst case, some parts of
the silicon die may become unusable during a relatively long period of time. On the other hand, voltage surges
produce an increase in dynamic power consumption (and thus thermal dissipation) that might lead to a hot spot
generation.
1.2.3 Temperature Variations
Temperature Variations also play an important role in the overall variability of a circuit. They can be intrinsic,
i.e. heat is dissipated due to transistor switching, or extrinsic due to environmental factors. What is more, thermal
issues are aggravated in those circuits with a non-uniform power distribution such as CPUs. This non-uniformity
along silicon die leads to a non-uniform temperature distribution in which hot spots can be observed, and such a
chip will be more prone to suffer reliability issues.
1.2.3.1 Causes of Temperature Variations On the one hand, current density along power rails has increased
substantially as a consequence of maintaining or even increasing power consumption. The increase in power
density in new technologies has led to the appearance of hotspots and a decrease in reliability. On the other
hand, changes in environmental temperature have to be considered. Silicon devices must work in an extended
temperature range (of about hundred degrees or even more).
1.2.3.2 Spatial Scale of Temperature Variations Thermal distribution along silicon die can be decoupled into
two components. The first one is an offset temperature which basically depends on the environment and the cooling
system of the silicon die: packaging and heat sink -if any-. The second component depends on the activity factor
of circuits, and hence, on the physical arrangement of components. A 2D thermal map will exhibit high peaks in
those silicon die areas where maximum activity is produced since temperature dissipation is proportional to the
power consumption. Therefore, the wider the high performance area, the wider the hotspot will be.
1.2.3.3 Time Scale of Temperature Variations Temperature can be static or dynamic. Static temperature is
observed in those devices with constant power consumption, non-time dependent boundary conditions, and which
have reached their thermal steady state. Otherwise, temperature depends on time and is dynamic. If so, thermal
heat transfer function can be modeled as an RC mesh network with a low pass filter behaviur. Assuming that
there is a direct proportionality between power consumption and temperature, high frequency components of the
dissipated power will not produce any observable temperature increase due to the limited bandwidth of the thermal
coupling. On the most optimistic scenario, temperature variations have a bandwidth close to 1 MHz [30].
1.2.3.4 Effects of Temperature Variations MOS characteristics like mobility and others are dependent on
temperature. For this reason temperature variations imply variations in the electrical behaviour of gates.
In addition, temperature affects device reliability. Both Positive (for NMOS) and Negative (for PMOS) Bias
Temperature Instability (BTI) has emerged as the primary MOSFET degradation and failure mechanism since the
advanced sub-65 nm VLSI technology [49][50]. This phenomenon causes a gradual increase in VTH of MOSFET
devices that leads to reduced drain current causing larger delay of the cell, and to an eventual violation of timing
constraints. BTI is severely worsened by temperature.
Self-heating due to the poor conductivity, affects channel current of the device through mobility, threshold
voltage and velocity saturation mechanisms, worsening exponentially NBTI effects. The combination of these
effects typically results in an overall reduction of drain current with the device temperature increasing [51]. As a
consequence, temperature variations will influence the normal operation of circuit.
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1.2.4 Ageing
Ageing effects in chips are also considered. Traditionally, ageing prediction was conducted under constant supply
voltage, temperature and activity factor. However, as the degradation rate depends on the IC operating conditions
such as temperature and input vectors [52][53], ageing can be considered to be a random process and its effects
cannot be computed deterministically.
1.2.4.1 Causes of Ageing The predominant cause of Ageing is Hot-Carrier-Induced (HCI) degradation which
occurs when electrons travel along transistor channels at high speed, shattering the surrounding silicon atoms once
they have crossed the channel. BTI, already mentioned as a temperature effect, is also a very important cause
of ageing. Electromigration, that is, the transport of material caused by the gradual movement of the ions in a
conductor, also can be understood as ageing since this degradation increases with usage.
1.2.4.2 Time Scale of Ageing The common point of Ageing sources previously presented is their time depen-
dent component. This effect, as its name indicates, is only appreciable after a long period of device usage. For
example, over a period of 10 years running under nominal conditions, the VTH of a PMOS device can increase
up to 50 mV, causing timing violations [54]. Two identical chips with similar process variations and under simi-
lar environmental conditions may exhibit different performance and reliability if the difference of usage between
them is significant (hundreds or thousands of hours). However, ageing has a strong dependency on non-predictable
phenomena, such as supply voltage or operating temperature making the errors associated to ageing essentially
unpredictable [52].
1.2.4.3 Effects of Ageing Gradual degradation as a consequence of ageing triggers reliability and performance
issues. HCI degradation increases VTH of devices making them gradually slower, and consequently path violations
arise. The transport of material produced by electromigration forms voids on some parts of the interconnection,
which produce the eventual or even the permanent loss of connections, while the acumulation of metal atoms
will produce short circuits between adjacent interconnections [55]. Despite electromigration mainly affects those
power rails with high current density, it also can appear on signal interconnections.
1.2.5 Impact of Variability on Parametric Yield in digital circuits
The effects explained above basically reduce yield and reliability. Yield is the probability that an integrated circuit
meets power and performance constraints after being manufactured. Yield can be expressed as:
Y ield = P (max (DelayPath) ≤
1
FCLK
∩
∑
PowerGates ≤MaxPow) (1.1)
If all path delays are below clock period and the entire power consumption is also below desired target, a chip is
considered good and can be sold. Obviously, the higher Parametric Yield achieved, the bigger revenues obtained.
Parametric Yield can be maximized in three ways: the first is by increasing tolerance margins, and thus reducing
the amount of faulty chips. The second way is to implement DFM techniques, that is a set of different methodolo-
gies trying to make physical designs more lithography friendly to minimize the effect of process variations. The
third way consist in the implementation of so-called post-silicon techniques. The aim of these techniques is to
minimize the consequences of variability of a given IC once manufactured.
Increasing margins is no longer a desiderable solution due to the wide range of variations that chips may suffer.
The challenge is to maximise Parametric Yield with the minimum possible tolerance margins as possible but also
without increasing area overhead. When the number of manufactured chips is large enough, a simple 1% of
Parametric Yield loss implies millions of dollars of revenue loss [24].
Parametric Yield maximization is one of the objects of study of this thesis. PVTA variations affect differently
performance, leakage and dynamic power since they have different sensitivity to these variations. The study of cor-
relations between the magnitudes listed before is important since high correlation between magnitudes implies that
a cause-effect relationship can be established, and thus, one magnitude can be estimated from the measurements
of this other magnitude.
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1.3 Objectives of the thesis
The problem of PVTA variations and their effects on silicon devices has been studied for many years. Moreover,
there are lots of proposals in literature to monitor and control the effects of variability, but the main problem of
these proposals is their efficiency: some circuits provide a very fine grain variability control mechanism at the
expense of large area penalty and thus power consumption. Other authors propose very simple and low area
overhead circuits with a poor performance.
The main objective of this thesis is to design an efficient mechanism to reduce the effects of PVTA variations in
CMOS digital circuits. To meet this requirement a set of more specific goals is listed below.
Study of variability sensors: the first step to reduce the effects of variability consists in measuring a vari-
able which indirectly points out the presence of variability. This objective goes further than studying which
variables can be sensed: several types of variability sensors will be studied and the feasibility of their imple-
mentation in terms of area penalty will be assessed.
Study of variability mitigation techniques for short-channel technologies: variability problems increase as
transistor feature size diminishes. The objective is to study the existing variability mitigation mechanisms and
understand its impact when applied together and separately. The objective is also to choose the parameter to
be used for variability optimization. To do so, the effect of the parameter optimisation is studied by observing
the effect in the non-optimized parameters and thus obtaining a picture of the overall variability in circuits
after the parameter adjustment has been applied.
PVTA variability compensation circuit proposal: the last objective in this thesis consists in the implemen-
tation of a circuit able to partially compensate the effects of variability. From the previously obtained results
the observation variable is chosen and a circuit capable of sensing this variable is implemented. Finally, a
generator able to influence over the circuit behavior and thus partially compensate variability.
1.4 Document Structure
This PhD dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 is devoted to the state-of-the-art of monitoring and control circuits. Firstly, it describes a previous
work where a real-time PVT sensor is implemented, as a representative example of how PVT sensors can be
implemented. Secondly, several Body Bias Generator (BBG) proposals are detailed. Thirdly, a study shows
the effectiveness of post-silicon techniques based on electrical tuning of the circuit. Lastly, other post-silicon
techniques (non consisting on Body Bias) are outlined.
A detailed analysis of variability indicators is presented in Chapter 3. Correlations between transistor device
parameter variations, power consumption and circuit delay are studied. The objective of the study is to determine
which sensing strategy gives the best picture about the overall variability in the chip. On the other hand, the
feasibility of implementation of power and delay sensors is assessed.
Post-silicon tuning techniques are studied in Chapter 4. More precisely, it studies the effectiveness of Adaptive
Body Biasing (ABB) and Adaptive Voltage Scaling (AVS). It also proposes a novel study to evaluate the impact of
the overall variability reduction when different power consumption and delay are used as observable magnitudes.
This information together with the obtained results in Chapter 3 is used to choose which variability indicator is
used as the sensor of our variability mitigation circuit proposal.
The description and the measurements of the demonstrator chip prototype are shown in Chapter 5. The main
objective of this demonstrator is to obtain real data about the spatial dependence of process variations (WID, D2D).
Chapter 6 proposes two BBG implementations to reduce the effects of PVTA variability in run-time, i.e. dy-
namically. The first BBG version is a very simple implementation with a very low area penalty but with low adjust
range, while the second provides a wider adjust range. The main features of these proposals are the compactness,
low power consumption, simplicity and scalability.
This thesis concludes in Chapter 7, which contains the conclusions derived from this thesis. Proposals of future
work and research lines indicated by the research are suggested.
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Notice that the full text of the publications carried out during this thesis is annexed at the end of the document
with the aim of making this thesis dissertation easier to follow. The first article was presented in System-on-Chip
Conference (SoCC) [56], the second was published in IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices (TED) journal [57]
and the final article was presented in New Circuits And Systems Conference (NEWCAS) [58].
1.5 Methodology
In order to evaluate the proposals of the thesis, three main methods are considered:
Electrical simulations: the main body of the proposals will be evaluated with electrical simulations based
on schematic entry of selected circuits. Monte Carlo methods will be used to emulate variations in physical
parameters. The available technologies in the group are 65 nm and 40 nm bulk CMOS and 28 nm FD-SOI,
which will be the target technologies for the thesis. Computational capabilities of simulation servers as well
as multithreading capabilities of simulation tools make it possible to run electrical simulations of complex
circuits in a reasonable amount of time.
Physical design and electrical simulation of selected benchmarks: when more realistic simulations are
desired, extracted layout simulations may be considered. This implies the layout design of the schematic,
Layout vs. Schematic (LVS) test and finally, extracted simulation. In all cases, simulation results are always
analyzed from a critical point of view before accepting or rejecting hypotheses.
Silicon measurements: whenever possible according to budget and time constraints, experiments on silicon
are performed. Manufacturing services through CMP were used since this is the service offering 40 nm and
28 nm technologies. A chip in 40 nm was manufactured to test the effectiveness of ABB+AVS techniques.
CHAPTER 2
STATE OF THE ART
The most significant works on the state of the art related to the Thesis objectives are presented. Section 2.1 reviews
monitoring circuits used for on-chip PVT sensing. Section 2.2 presents several works on BBG proposals. Works
in Section 2.3 assess the effectiveness of ABB and AVS techniques as PVTA variability mitigators. Section 2.4
is devoted to other adaptive techniques (non-Body Bias) that try to minimize the impact of variability on CMOS
circuits.
2.1 On-chip monitoring
Semiconductor device scaling has greatly improved performance and circuit integration density. However, inte-
grated circuit performance and power density across a silicon die have become less predictable. This factor, in
addition to multi-GHz operation of devices in which such critical paths are presented, causes the number of path
delay faults observed on first silicon to increase significantly [59]. As a result, faults and performance limiters
need to be identified as early as possible during design re-spin.
Thermal sensing has been widely reported in literature [60][61], as well as delay sensing [62][63][64].
For example, in [12] a fully PVT sensing strategy is presented in an Ultra-Low Voltage (ULV) application highly
sensitive to Process, Voltage and Temperature variations. Thus, the author proposes a PVT sensor that provides
real-time measurements.
The architecture proposed by this author is shown in Figure 2.1. The PVT sensor consists of four major blocks;
they are temperature sensor, voltage sensor, voltage reference, and process sensor. Temperature sensor generates a
frequency (fT ) proportional to the measured environmental temperature. The output frequency digital code con-
nects to clock pin of the counter, and the counter can be positive edge triggered generating the corresponding digital
output T[9:0]. The output T[9:0] represents the corresponding environmental temperature, but it is influenced by
process and voltage variations. Therefore, a process sensor and voltage sensor are proposed to reduce PV variation
of the temperature sensor. The real-time process and voltage information is also generated as P[3:0] environment
and V[4:0], respectively. The process sensor uses Zero Temperature Coefficient (ZTC) characteristic to design
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Figure 2.1 Block diagram of PVT sensor proposed in [12]. Copyright 2010 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
Figure 2.2 Process variations sensor proposed in [12]. Copyright 2010 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
and it is independent of temperature variation. The process sensor also generates a frequency (fP ) proportional to
the measured process corner. The operation is very similar to the temperature sensor. The voltage sensor uses a
voltage-to-time converter, which measures inverter chain delay time of corresponding supply voltage. The P[3:0]
and V[4:0] can not only reduce process and voltage variations of the temperature sensor, but also provide process
and voltage environment information. Subsections 2.1.1 to 2.1.3 describe these sensors in more detail.
2.1.1 Process monitoring
The process sensor work as follows (see Figure 2.2): the pulse generator proposed by the author generates a pulse
signal the width of which is independent to PVT variations. The pulse generator is composed of D-type FF, counter
and comparator. When START signal rises, over a delay time (Td1), the output of D-type FF also rises. When result
signal rises, over a delay time (Td2), the output of D-type F will be reset to 0. As delay times Td1 and Td2 produced
by the FF suffer similar PVT variations, the effect of these latencies is considered to be static. From the above
description, the output pulse signal width (W) is invariant to PVT variation. Monte Carlo simulations determine
that process corner is linear to the frequency of ring oscillator, and thus, the counter converts the output frequency
(fP) to 4-bit digital code P[3:0] from S-S corner (0100) to F-F corner (1111), which give information about the
process.
2.1.2 Voltage monitoring
In order to sense Voltage, conventional high-speed and high-resolution ADC is discarded due to its high power
consumption (about 50 mV) and chip area (1.2 mm2). One way to overcome the challenge of the low-power and
low-voltage design is to process the signal in time-domain. In voltage-to-time converter (VTC), the input analog
voltage is converted to time or phase information. Thus, digital VTC circuit was presented in [65]. The circuit
can replace conventional analog ADCs, and it can reach low-power, low- voltage, and small area. However, the
VTC is not accurate with PVT variation. Therefore, a novel ultra-low voltage VTC (ULV2TC) circuit is proposed
by [12] to improve accuracy, shown in Figure 2.3. This Voltage sensor converts input voltage to 5-bit digital code
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Figure 2.3 Voltage variations sensor proposed in [12]. Copyright 2010 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
Figure 2.4 Voltage variations sensor proposed in [12]. Copyright 2010 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
V[4:0] with a quantization step of 50 mV: from 0.3 V to 0.5 V (reference voltage). The PVT-aware ULV2TC
consists of current starved inverters, FFs, and XOR gate. The control bit is from process monitor with the aim of
compensating process variation, and thus, reducing the ULV2TC output error.
2.1.3 Temperature monitoring
Finally, the temperature sensing proposal of this work is shown in Figure 3.11. The output current of the bias
current generator is proportional to temperature, which charges the inverters, so the frequency of the ring oscillator
is also proportional to temperature with perfect linearity. The fixed pulse generator generates a pulse signal width
independent of PVT variation. The ring oscillator output and fixed pulse through 2-AND gate, and the output
frequency digital code connects to clock pin of counter, and the counter can be positive edge triggered generating
the corresponding digital output T[9:0]. This output represents the corresponding environmental temperature.
This value is adjusted according to PV sensor measurements in order to reduce the effects of process and voltage
variations.
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Figure 2.5 Monitor producing VSB [13]. Copyright 2005 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
2.2 Body Bias Generators
One of the main contributions of this Thesis is a BBG. A BBG is a circuit which is able to generate a bias voltage,
which can modify the performance of a given circuit and thus counteract the effects of static and even dynamic
variations once circuits have been produced (post-silicon tuning).
Body Bias technique consists in modifying threshold voltage (VTH ) in transistors by applying a source-bulk
voltage (VSB) different from 0. VTH is the minimum gate-to-source voltage (VGS) needed to create a conducting
path between drain and source in MOSFET transistors. As can be observed from the equation 2.1, VTH increases
with VSB . When a voltage higher than zero is applied VTH increases and thus gate delay; this technique is called
Reverse Body Bias (RBB). On the other hand when VSB is lower than 0 gate delay diminishes at the expenses of
leakage current; this technique is called Forward Body Bias (FBB).
VTH = VT0 + γ(
√
|VSB + 2φF | −
√
|2φF |) (2.1)
CMOSDelay ∝
VDD
(VDD − VTH)α
(2.2)
The major challenge in BBGs lays in the fact that RBB technique requires out-of-rail voltages (negative for
NMOS and greater than VDD for PMOS transistors). For this reason, many authors [13][15] only implement FBB
which implies an important loss of variability adjust range. The second challenge is the number of Body Bias
domains: short-range process fluctuations or local variations in voltage and temperature leading to a non-uniform
behavior of the integrated circuit which cannot be recovered with a single Body Bias voltage. For this reason,
several authors introduced the concept of Body Bias Islands (BBI) (also designated as partitions or domains)
[66][14]. This concept consists in partitioning the circuit core into islands to control different regions of the chip
with different bias voltages. This increase in granularity goes at the expense of area overhead: BBG circuits have
to be replicated as many times as islands the chip contains.
In the following subsections some of the most relevant works in BBGs found in literature are shown.
2.2.1 Compensation for WID variations in dynamic logic
The authors in [13] propose a monitoring circuit that senses leakage variations and produces a VSB voltage that
compensates such variability. The adjust range is limited since it only implements FBB in the NMOS transistors.
The circuit works as follows: PMOS transistor in the left is always in saturation region since the gate is con-
nected to ground. NMOS transistors on the left are configured as diodes (drain and source are connected together)
in forward direction. As diode has losses drain voltages of transistors in the left will never get VDD and therefore
NMOS transistors in the right will be almost in the saturation region. As these transistors are not fully in the
saturation region the output voltage will be slightly higher than 0 Volts. This operating point will vary according
to the transistors VTH and thus leakage variability is tracked. Reported VSB is said to be 105 mV, which means
that the circuit applies FBB by default.
The most interesting aspect of this paper is the low area overhead of this BBG. Despite the author does not
provide any area dimension, this simple circuit is expected to be small in comparison with other proposals that
integrates DACs to generate bias voltages.
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Figure 2.6 Fine-Grain Body Bias Generator circuit in a cell [14]. Copyright 2007 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
2.2.2 Dynamic fine-grain body biasing
This paper [14] proposes a dynamic mechanism to compensate run-time variations by applying Fine-Grain Body
Biasing (FGBB) with the goal of running a core at the highest frequency at the lowest possible power. The circuit
is able to generate both FBB and RBB.
The author proposes to divide a chip into cells with independent Body Bias voltages. Each cell contains a BBG
that determines the optimal Body Bias voltage according to multiple critical-path replicas distributed across the
cell. Each critical-path replica contains its own phase detector, forming a Sample Point that outputs two flags:
FBB and RBB. When phase detectors identify that critical-path replicas can go at higher frequency, a RBB flag is
raised. When all the Sample Points in a cell enable a RBB flag, Local Bias Generator increases the NMOS counter
and decreases PMOS counter. Oppositely, when at least one Sample Point detects that circuit performs worse than
expected, NMOS counter increase and PMOS counter decrease. Finally, digital counter values are converted into
a Body Bias voltage by means of two Digital-to-Analog Converters. These 5-bit DACs have -500 mV offset and
1 Volt of dynamic range so that output voltages are in the range between -500 mV for maximum RBB and 500
mV for maximum FBB in 32 mV steps. The effective VTH adjust range is 70 mV. To deal with severe variation
scenarios, an extra delay is added to one of the Sample Points in each cell. This extra delay is typically bypassed
unless the cell fails meeting the target timing during testing.
2.2.3 Forward body bias generator with supply voltage scaling
In this paper a BBG with only FBB capability is proposed [15]. This 0.03mm2 block implemented in 90 nm
low-power CMOS technology was designed to drive digital IP blocks of up to 1mm2. Similar to [14], the author
generates both, PMOS and NMOS body biases by means of resistive DACs, but without RBB capability since
output buffers are referenced to VDD and VSS (ground). The other significant difference is that the author does
not consider the implementation of any variability sensing mechanism. Therefore, the circuit requires an external
control unit to configure digital values corresponding to the body bias voltages to apply.
The circuit works as follows: the digital inputs BBnw[5 : 0] and BBpw[5 : 0], corresponding to PMOS and
NMOS Body Bias configuration of the IP block, are decoded to generate row and column enable signals of the
8x8 polysilicon resistive array of the DAC. This DAC works in current mode, i.e. a constant current (IREF ) flow
passes through an electronically tunable impedance (the resistive array) that produces a certain voltage drop. The
maximum voltage drop across the resistor tree is 500 mV (maximum FBB of 500 mV), and hence the minimum
step is 8 mV. IREF is internally generated either by means of an external reference voltage (a bandgap circuit, for
example) or an internal voltage (resistor tree as a voltage divider). Finally, an operational amplifier configured as
voltage follower -with no gain- ensures low output impedance.
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Figure 2.7 Block diagram of the BBG proposed in [15]. Copyright 2010 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
2.2.4 Forward/reverse body bias generator for WID variability compensation
In these works [16][67][68] the authors propose a BBG with Forward and Reverse Body Bias capability. Despite
the generator that the authors propose evolves with time, the essence of his proposal can be understood by looking
at the block diagram shown in Figure 2.8.
Digital configuration inputs A1[4:0] and A2[4:0] are converted into analog voltages (F1 and F2 respectively)
by means of a 5-bit R-2R lader type DAC, with 38 mV of resolution. To provide RBB capability, i.e. out-of-rail
bias voltages, a Clock Generator block generates 4 clock signals (a pair of non-overlapping clocks CK11, CK21
and inverted clocks CK12, CK22) from single clock and then these signals are coupled by means of transistors
configured as capacitors (see Figure 2.9). Finally, a Charge Pump (Figure 2.10) converts DAC output into FBB or
RBB voltage.
FBB Mode: #EN signal goes low and Charge Pump circuit is disabled while BP goes high and thus F1 is
bypassed to VNW.
RBB Mode: Charge Pump is enabled by setting #EN signal high. Then, DAC output signal F1 is set to the
left of the M10 and M20 coupling capacitors while CK22 and CK12 clock levels are low. After that, CKP11
and CKP21 go to saturation state and thus producing a capacitive coupling that brings VNW above VDD.
2.3 Effectiveness of ABB and AVS
It has been widely reported by means of chip demonstrators that ABB and AVS techniques work well for power
management purposes [69][70]. In [26] VDD and VTH scaling is taken on to increase yield. In other proposals,
multiple ABB [36] or both ABB and AVS [71] voltage islands are proposed in multi-core processors to reduce
power consumption or increase performance. In [72] a circuit to estimate VTH and compensate it by controlling
an on-chip ABB generator is presented. In this way, Process Variations can be reduced with a low area overhead
since body bias voltage is directly generated from the VTH sensor.
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(c). Area of charge pump in the proposed design is smaller
than that of Fig.2 (b) because the charge pump drives only the
output of BBG.
The proposed design is composed of a forward/reverse
BBG in each substrate island to provide its P/N-well voltages.
Although forward body bias (FBB) compensate variation to
guarantee speed of digital system, it causes large amount of
power dissipation. If the FBB is given to all islands, total
power consumptions increased on one chip including a lot
of islands. Differing from conventional works, the proposed
design can avoid the extra power consumption due to addition
of a reverse body bias (RBB). The RBB has opposite function
of the FBB. The RBB saves power with reduction of speed.
Therefore, total power dissipation achieves average value
through applying the different body bias — FBB or RBB —
for each island depending on the circuit speed caused by the
variation. Furthermore, this proposal has simplicity of design
because of necessity of only two external sources — 1.2V
digital IP supply and single clock.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed BBG consists of two DACs and charge pump
level shifters pairs, for PMOS N-well and NMOS P-well
respectively, as described in section II, and a common 4-phase
clock generator for the charge pumps.
Fig.3 shows the block diagram of the proposed body bias
generator circuit. In forward bias operation, each DAC output
(F1 for N-well, F2 for P-well) is connected its well through
a switch (BP1, BP2) to supply at most 1µA. In reverse bias
operation, the charge pump supplies at most 0.1µA. The clock
generator provides 4-phase 3-level clocks which are required
by the charge pumps.
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Fig. 4. The schematic of the over-
VDD 4-phase clock generator.
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A. DAC
The DAC is a R-2R ladder type with 5-bit input. The
resolution is 38mV at VDD = 1.2V. The DAC is required
to supply max 1µA current with less than 0.5LSB error, so
output resistance is required to meet R < 19kΩ.
B. Clock Generator
To provide RBB which is higher than VDD or lower than
VSS, the charge pump requires over-VDD/under-VSS, 4-phase
clock. A pair of non-overlapping clocks CK11, CK21 and
inverted clocks CK12, CK22 are generated from single clock.
Fig.4 shows a schematic of the over-VDD 4-phase clock
generator. Inputs (CK11, CK12, CK21, and CK22) and outputs
(CKP11, CKP12, CKP21, and CKP22) are connected by
MOSFET capacitors respectively. The lower level of outputs
is determined by DAC output F1. Therefore, output clocks
can switch over-VDD lines. Fig.5 shows transient simulation
result of clock CKP11 with steps of F1. The clock level is
determined in its lower level phase, so clock levels will transit
in one clock cycle. The triple well structure isolates MOSFET
capacitors.
The under-VSS clock generator has a complementary struc-
ture except the twin well structure isolates MOSFET capaci-
tors.
C. Charge Pump
To provide RBB, DAC output voltage is shifted by a
capacitor. Fig.6 shows the schematic of charge pumps and
switch for N-well.
For forward body bias, control signal #EN goes low to
disable charge pumps and BP goes high to bypass F1 to VNW.
In this condition, the switch M31 is on and F1 is bypassed to
VNW.
For reverse body bias lower than half of VDD, #EN goes
high to enable charge pumps, BP goes low to disable switch
M31, and V1 is connected to VM. In this condition, MOSFETs
M10 and M20 are used as capacitors. In CK11 phase, switches
M13 and M14 are on, and capacitor M10 is charged to VDD −
V1 = 0.6V. In CK21 phase, switches M11 and M12 are on,
and output voltage is charged to VF1 + 0.6V. M20 to M24
is designed to work in opposite phase. Because VF1 is lower
than VNW, M32 is on, and gate of M31 is pulled to VNW to
make M31 off. The pass gate M33 prevents to apply the higher
voltage to the inverter M34-M35.
Figure 2.8 Block diagram of the BBG proposed by Kamae [16]. Copyright 2011 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
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(c). Area of charge pump in the proposed design is smaller
than that of Fig.2 (b) because the charge pump drives only the
output of BBG.
The proposed design is composed of a forward/reverse
BBG in each substrate island to provide its P/N-well voltages.
Although forward body bias (FBB) compensate variation to
guarantee speed of digital system, it causes large amount of
power dissipation. If the FBB is given to all islands, total
power consumptions increased on one chip including a lot
of islands. Differing from conventional works, the proposed
design can avoid the extra power consumption due to addition
of a reverse body bias (RBB). The RBB has opposite function
of the FBB. The RBB saves power with reduction of speed.
Therefore, total power dissipation achieves average value
through applying the different body bias — FBB or RBB —
for each island depending on the circuit speed caused by the
variation. Furthermore, this proposal has simplicity of design
because of necessity of only two external sources — 1.2V
digital IP supply and single clock.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed BBG consists of two DACs and charge pump
level shifters pairs, for PMOS N-well and NMOS P-well
respectively, as described in section II, and a common 4-phase
clock generator for the charge pumps.
Fig.3 shows the block diagram of the proposed body bias
generator circuit. In forward bias operation, each DAC output
(F1 for N-well, F2 for P-well) is connected its well through
a switch (BP1, BP2) to supply at most 1µA. In reverse bias
operation, the charge pump supplies at most 0.1µA. The clock
generator provides 4-phase 3-level clocks which are required
by the charge pumps.
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A. DAC
The DAC is a R-2R ladder type with 5-bit input. The
resolution is 38mV at VDD = 1.2V. The DAC is required
to supply max 1µA current with less than 0.5LSB error, so
output resistance is required to meet R < 19kΩ.
B. Clock Generator
To provide RBB which is higher than VDD or lower than
VSS, the char e pump requires over-VDD/under-VSS, 4-phase
clock. A pair of non-overlapping cl cks CK11, CK21 nd
inverted clocks CK12, CK22 are generated from single clock.
Fig.4 shows a schematic of the over-VDD 4-phase clock
generator. Inputs (CK11, CK12, CK21, and CK22) and outputs
(CKP11, CKP12, CKP21, and CKP22) are connected by
MOSFET capacitors respectively. The lower level of outputs
is determined by DAC output F1. Therefore, output clocks
can switch over-VDD lines. Fig.5 shows transient simulation
result of clock CKP11 with steps of F1. The clock level is
determined in its lower level phase, so clock levels will transit
in one clock cycle. The triple well structure isolates MOSFET
capacitors.
The under-VSS clock generator has a complementary struc-
ture except the twin well structure isolates MOSFET capaci-
tors.
C. Charge Pump
To provide RBB, DAC output voltage is shifted by a
capacitor. Fig.6 shows the schematic of charge pumps and
switch for N-well.
For forward body bias, control signal #EN goes low to
disable charge pumps and BP goes high to bypass F1 to VNW.
In this condition, the switch M31 is on and F1 is bypassed to
VNW.
For reverse body bias lower than half of VDD, #EN goes
high to enable charge pumps, BP goes low to disable switch
M31, and V1 is connected to VM. In this condition, MOSFETs
M10 and M20 are used as capacitors. In CK11 phase, switches
M13 and M14 are on, and capacitor M10 is charged to VDD −
V1 = 0.6V. In CK21 phase, switches M11 and M12 are on,
and output voltage is charged to VF1 + 0.6V. M20 to M24
is designed to work in opposite phase. Because VF1 is lower
than VNW, M32 is on, and gate of M31 is pulled to VNW to
make M31 off. The pass gate M33 prevents to apply the higher
voltage to the inverter M34-M35.
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(c). Area of charge pump in the proposed design is smaller
than that of Fig.2 (b) because the charge pump drives only the
output of BBG.
The proposed design is composed of a forward/reverse
BBG in each substrate island to provide its P/N-well voltages.
Although forward body bias (FBB) compensate variation to
guarantee speed of digital system, it causes large amount of
power dissipation. If the FBB is given to all islands, total
power consumptions increased on one chip including a lot
of islands. Differing from conventional works, the proposed
design can avoid the extra power consumption due to addition
of a reverse body bias (RBB). The RBB has opposite function
of the FBB. The RBB saves power with reducti n of speed.
Therefore, total power dissipation achieves average value
through applying the different body bias — FBB or RBB —
for each island depe ding on the circuit speed caused by the
v r ation. Furthermore, this roposal has simplicity of design
because of necessity f only two external sources — 1.2V
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The pr posed BBG consists of two DACs and charge pump
level shifters pairs, for PMOS N-well and NMOS P-well
respectively, as described in section II, and a common 4-phase
clock generator for the charge pumps.
Fig.3 shows the block diagram of the proposed body bias
generator circuit. In forward bias operation, each DAC output
(F1 for N-well, F2 for P-well) is connected its well through
a switch (BP1, BP2) to supply at most 1µA. In reverse bias
operation, the charge pump supplies at most 0.1µA. The clock
generator provides 4-phase 3-level clocks which are required
by the charge pumps.
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A. DAC
The DAC is a R-2R ladder type with 5-bit input. The
resolution is 38mV at VDD = 1.2V. The DAC is required
to supply max 1µA current with less than 0.5LSB error, so
output resistance is required to meet R < 19kΩ.
B. Clock Generator
To provide RBB which is higher than VDD or lower than
VSS, the charge pump requires over-VDD/under-VSS, 4-phase
clock. A pair of non-overlapping clocks CK11, CK21 and
inverted clocks CK12, CK22 are generated from single clock.
Fig.4 shows a schematic of the ov r-VDD 4-phase clock
generator. Inputs (CK11, CK12, CK21, and CK22) and outputs
(CKP11, CKP12, CKP21, and CKP22) are connected by
MOSFET capacitors respectively. The lower level of outputs
is determined by DAC output F1. Therefore, output clocks
can switch over-VDD lines. Fig.5 shows transient simulation
result of clock CKP11 with steps of F1. The clock level is
determined in its lower level phase, so clock levels will transit
in one clock cycle. The triple well structure isolates MOSFET
capacitors.
The under-VSS clock generator has a co plementary struc-
ture except the t in well structure isolates MOSFET capaci-
tors.
C. Charge Pump
To provide RBB, DAC output voltage s shifted by a
capacitor. Fig.6 shows the schematic of charge pumps and
switch for N-well.
F forward body bias, control signal #EN g es low to
disable charge umps and BP goes high to bypass F1 to VNW.
In this condition, the switch M31 is on and F1 is bypassed to
VNW.
For reverse body bias lower than half of VDD, #EN goes
high to enable charge pumps, BP goes low to disable switch
M31, and V1 is connected to VM. In this condition, MOSFETs
M10 and M20 are used as capacitors. In CK11 phase, switches
M13 and M14 are on, and capacitor M10 is charged to VDD −
V1 = 0.6V. In CK21 phase, switches M11 and M12 are on,
and output voltage is charged to VF1 + 0.6V. M20 to M24
is designed to work in opposite phase. Because VF1 is lower
than VNW, M32 is on, and gate of M31 is pulled to VNW to
make M31 off. The pass gate M33 prevents to apply the higher
voltage to the inverter M34-M35.
Figure 2.9 Over-VDD phase clock generator schematic and simulation [16]. Copyright 2011 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
In [17], results obtained from CMOS 90 nm t chnology show th t performance and power consumption can be
effectively adjusted by combining both techniques. In this study, supply volt ge, P-well and N-well were scaled
within the ranges presented in T ble 2.3.
Operation Swept Variable Range (V)
AVS VDD [0.6 , 1.2]
ABB
VN-Well [VDD-0.6 , VDD+1.2]
VP-Well [-1.2 , +0.6]
ABB+AVS
VN-Well [VDD-0.6 , VDD+1.2]
VP-Well [-1.2 , +0.6]
VDD [0.6 , 1.2]
Table 2.1 Voltage ranges applied to power supply, P-well and N-well [17]. Copyright 2005 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
A ring oscillator is used to assess the effects of ABB and AVS on performance and oscillation frequency when
they are swept. Fi ures 2.11 and 2.12 respectively show the achieve frequency and power consumption for each
VDD, N-well and P-well combination. Red dots indicate those AVS configurations without bo y iasing, whereas
blue cloud of dots depict the result of sweeping N-well and P-well given a fixed VDD value. It is clearly shown
that the combination of both techniques gives a wide degree of freedom in performance and power consumption
accord ng to circuit needs.
While AVS achieves a range f 24.4x power savings by 6.1x frequency downscaling fr m the highest VDD to
the lowest one, ABB+AVS yields 127x power savings with 37.4x frequency scaling from the highest VDD and the
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Fig. 6. The schematic of the charge pump and the switch for N-well.
Fig. 7. Body bias generator layout.
For reverse body bias higher than half of VDD, V1 is
connected to VSS, so output voltage is charged to VF1+1.2V.
To use thin gate oxide MOSFETs, gate voltage (Vgs or Vgd)
of each MOSFET in the charge pump is designed not to exceed
1.2V. Voltage of all left side nodes in Fig.6 is between VSS and
VDD. And voltage of all right side nodes is between VNW−1.2V
and VNW. The capacitors M10 and M20 are charged to 1.2V
max as described above. The pass gate M33 isolates high-
voltage side and low-voltage side.
D. Layout
Fig.7 is the layout of the BBG. The switches in CP1
are located on twin well structure to split P-well, and the
capacitors in CP1 are located on triple well structure to split
N-well. On the other hand, the switches in CP2 are located
on triple well structure to split N-well, and the capacitors in
CP2 are located on twin well structure to split P-well. Thus,
CP1 and CP2 have asymmetric layouts.
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IV. SIMULATED AND MEASURED RESULTS
Table I shows a speciﬁcation comparison to body bias
generators. The area of proposed BBG is 0.0023mm2, the
smallest in the table, and does not require any high voltage.
The proposed BBG supplies max 1µA load current each
well for forward body bias and max 0.1µA for reverse body
bias. In forward body bias, P-N junction current is dominant
load current. On the other hand, less current is expected in
reverse body bias.
The forward body bias maximum voltage is limited by a
well-diffusion P-N junction capacitance. By increasing for-
ward body bias, the increasing junction capacitance decrease
gate speed. The reverse body bias limit is determined by the
junction leak and gate-induced drain leakage (GIDL) [3].
The dominants of the proposed BBG power consumption
are DAC and charge pump bias VM. The DAC consumes 40µW
max, and charge pump bias consumes 60µW. The charge
pump bias is shared by two charge pumps. Switching loss
is negligible. In zero body bias, power consumption achieves
1.5µW with gating the bias circuit.
Fig.8 describes gate delay under PMOS and NMOS body
bias. The delay is measured by a ring oscillator and normalized
by the delay at zero body bias. The delay is changed between
−27% and +27% by body bias linearly. This range is wide
enough to compensate the variations.
Fig.9 shows the voltage drop for RBB. This measurement
shows that the output voltage will not drop with unexpected
large current, though designed maximum current is 0.1µA.
The differential non-linearity (DNL) is shown in Fig.10. In
the range between 0 and 15, charge pump is not working and
Figure 2.10 Charge Pump proposed by Kamae [16]. Copyright 2011 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
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Figure 2.11 Oscillation frequency of the ring oscillator for each ABB, AVS configuration [17]. Copyright 2005 IEEE.
Reprinted with permission.
lowest VTH to the lowest VDD and the highest VTH . These results clearly justify the combined use of ABB and
AVS.
2.4 Other Adaptive Techniques
2.4.1 TEAtime
TEAtime [18] uses tracking logic to mimic the worst-case delay in a synchronous system. Normally, the tracking
logic is a one-bit-wide replica of the worst-case path in the system, with a slight delay added to it that provides a
safety margin for the system.
The FF at the input to the tracking logic is wired as a toggle FF and clocked by the system clock, changing
from 0 to 1 and 1 to 0 in alternate cycles. This provides a test signal for the tracking logic during every cycle of
operation and ensures that the signal tests both types of transitions. The latter is necessary since delays for the two
transitions can differ. The tracking logic output then goes through the safety margin delay. Next, the XOR gate
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normalizes the test signal for the timing checker FF at the end of the chain. The timing checker FF also operates
with the system clock. If the timing checker FF latches a 1, this means that the system clock period is close to
being less than the worst-case path delay, and the system decreases the clock frequency. Conversely, if the FF
latches a 0, the clock period is greater than the delay through the worst-case path of the real logic, and the system
increases the clock frequency, improving performance.
The timing checker FF output therefore provides the command signal for the system clock generator to increase
or decrease the clock frequency. This signal controls the counting direction of the up-down counter. The DAC
converts the counter output to an analog voltage signal. This signal sets the clock frequency by controlling the
Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO), which becomes the system clock. Thus, the clock period will never be less
than the delay through the tracking logic plus the safety margin delay. Since the real logic of the system is as
slow as or slower than the tracking logic, no timing error will occur in the real logic, which ensures correct system
operation.
The weak point of this proposal is that it assumes uncorrelated short-range variations (mismatch) do not signif-
icantly affect the original system and that other static variability has similar impact on the original system and the
tracking logic.
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Figure 2.14 Error correction is done by propagating bubbles downstream [19]. Copyright 2012 IEEE. Reprinted with
permission.
2.4.2 Bubble Razor
This method is a Razor-style system [73]. The aim of these kinds of systems is to eliminate timing margins by
correcting transient path violations, using special FF. The novelty in Bubble Razor system is the non-invasiveness
of the error detection technique (two-phase latches), that makes feasible to insert this system into a commercial
processor [19].
This design allows timing speculation windows up to 100% of nominal delay, breaking the dependency between
minimum delay and speculation window. This is specially attractive for those systems with large timing variations,
such as low-voltage ones.
When an error occurs, B-Razor flags an error borrowing time from later pipeline stages. Error clock gating
signals (bubbles) are propagated to each cycle from neighbor to neighbor, giving them one more cycle to get
correct data. In order to prevent bubbles from being propagated along loops when circuit failures disappear, a
novel bubble propagation algorithm is proposed (see also Figure 2.14):
If a latch receives a bubble from one or more neighbors, it stops and sends bubbles to its neighbors (backward
and forward), one half-cycle later.
If a latch receives a bubble from all its neighbors, it stops but it does not send any bubble.
Bubble Razor was implemented in an ARM Cortex-M3 microprocessor replacing conventional FF by two-phase
latches (3.29 times larger). At 85 C operating temperature, 10% of voltage drops, 2− σ process variation and 5%
safety margin, the maximum operating frequency of conventional M3 processor is 200MHz. Tuning B-Razor
performance and power consumption to the Point of the First Failure (PoFF), results are as follows:
Type of Die Slow Average Fast
Maximum Frequency (MHz) 290 333 363
Power consumption @ 200 MHz -43% -54% -60%
Table 2.2 B-Razor performance running at the PoFF [19]. Copyright 2012 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
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Figure 2.15 LAVS architecture proposed by CEA-LETI [20]. Copyright 2011 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
Observing the results of the above table, power consumption is decreased when B-Razor runs at 200 MHz.
However, this was achieved by manually reducing power supply to the PoFF, but this system does not implement
any dynamic way to adjust supply voltage.
2.4.3 Local Adaptive Voltage Scaling architecture
CEA LETI has proposed a scheme to compensate variations, called Local Adaptive Voltage Scaling (LAVS) ar-
chitecture (see Figure 2.15) [20]. In this system with independent voltage/frequency domains VDD-Hopping is
used, which means that fixed high-VDD or low-VDD, are used depending on whether high performance or low
power consumption is required. For each voltage, mode high or low frequency mode is used. These frequencies
are optimal taking into account the effects of variability for each domain.
This system works as follows:
A Hardware Performance Monitor (HPM) is placed in the physical perimeter of the functional core and
measures its performance variation due to variability, typically by means of delay lines of ring oscillators.
Using the information from HPM, the adaptation controller estimates the maximum frequency the functional
core can handle in FHigh and FLow modes with the minimum safety margin as possible. Low-jitter clock
signals are generated at the selected frequencies.
Using an external reference clock, Performance Controller controls high-VDD and low-VDD duty ratio in
order to fulfill a performance target with the optimal power consumption. Hop sequencing is done by a
Pulse-Width Modulator (PWM).
Finally, Power Supply Selector (PSS), Clock Selector and the Sequencer make safe transitions and avoid
clock violations in the functional core. To do so, the Sequencer must wait for PSS acknowledge signal before
restarting the clock generation.
This alternative suffers the same problems as TEAtime. High Performance Modules only can estimate dynamic
variations since the only way to evaluate the effects on static variations, and more concisely on random variations,
is by using the core itself. The only way to ensure that no clock violations occur is by testing worst path delays
and adjusting them.
2.4.4 Error-Detection Circuits
Intel has integrated resilient error-detection and recovery circuits in a 45-nm microprocessor with the aim of mit-
igate clock frequency guardbands needed to avoid clock violations due to dynamic variations, and thus increase
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Figure 2.16 (a) Conventional design and its timing (b). (c) Resilient design by inserting EDS and its timing (d) [21].
Copyright 2011 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
Figure 2.17 Tunable Replica Circuit [21]. Copyright 2011 IEEE. Reprinted with permission.
performance and efficiency [21]. They have implemented two separate designs: Embedded error-detection sequen-
tial (EDS) circuit and Tunable replica circuit (TRC).
The aim of EDS circuit is to detect timing errors on critical paths by adding time borrowing latch [74]. Figure
2.16 (a) represents the typical critical path. Figure 2.16 (b) represents the chronogram of this critical path. It can be
observed that a timing guardband is provided so that worst-case dynamic variability effects cannot produce clock
violations. In order to mitigate timing guardbands, EDS circuit is used instead of the receiving FF (see Figure 2.16
(c)). This circuit consists in two latches: the first one is a conventional FF which samples data during rising clock
edge and drives data along datapath, while the second one samples data during high clock phase. If data arrives
late, outputs of these latches will differ and error signal will be triggered. In Figure 2.16 (d) EDS timing is shown.
Notice that timing guardband has been removed and clock signal duty cycle is lower than 50%. High clock phase
length is equal to the error-detection window, that is, the maximum delay variation that EDS can detect.
TRC is a less-intrusive error-detection circuit which does not modify critical paths and it is based on a toggle
FF and scan-configurable buffer delay chain (see Figure 2.17). A toggle FF switches the input every clock cycle
and the output drives TRC, the path delay of which can be adjusted by setting multiplexer selection bits. The TRC
output drives an EDS which will detect clock violations due to dynamic variations. TRC blocks are placed adjacent
to each pipeline stage of the microprocessor. During the adjust time, the TRC delays of each stage are adjusted
so that no timing violations occur on pipeline stages. Once TRCs are adjusted, the microprocessor starts working.
Then, if dynamic variations cause a clock violation on the TRC, EDS triggers error signal. This method does not
take into account critical path activations, i.e. EDS can generate an error signal despite no errors occurring on the
pipeline.
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The main advantage of EDS is that it can detect both local and dynamic variations while TRC cannot detect
path-specific dynamic variations. However, it requires the adjustment of the clock duty-cycle and the minimum
delay path in the core is restricted by the error-detection window. The main advantage of TRC is that it is a non-
invasive method, and it reduces the design complexity overhead. Nevertheless, TRC requires delay guardbands to
ensure that TRC delay is always higher than critical-path delays, and it suffers from false error-detection.
The main disadvantage of both proposals lays on the fact that logic must be redefined to be able to cope with
errors, that is, data must be retained on all the stages of the pipeline when the error flag is triggered, otherwise data
will be lost.

CHAPTER 3
VARIABILITY INDICATORS
The first contribution of this thesis is the study of variability indicators that let us understand the causes that
produce variability and to what extent they affect to our circuits. Variability tests are done by means of Monte Carlo
simulations. In order to check the feasibility of predicting variability of non-observed magnitudes from observed
magnitudes, correlations between circuit performance distribution and static and dynamic power consumption
distributions are studied.
Furthermore, the feasibility of several PVTA variability sensors is assessed. As for the leakage and dynamic
power consumption sensor implementation, thermal sensing is considered given the expertise that the High Perfor-
mance Integrated Circuits and Systems Design Group (HIPICS) from Universitat Polite`cnica de Catalunya (UPC)
has in thermal sensing [30]. To implement circuit performance monitoring, two alternatives are considered: a delay
sensor based in a Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC) and a delay sensor based in a Voltage Controlled Delay Line
(VCDL).
3.1 Sensitivity of Power and Delay to PVT variations
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the impact of PVT variations to the static and dynamic power consumption
and transistor delay assuming that only one parameter changes in the same way for each transistor. The obtained
results give a clear picture of parametric sensitivity for each of the observed magnitudes.
Simulations were performed using BSIM4 device models for a 65 nm technology where the 3-σ variations
considered are shown in Table 3.1 [75]. The testbench circuit used to perform these simulations is a chain of 15
inverters (see [56] in Appendix A).
Gate length variations are the most important source of leakage (see the exponential dependence in Figure 3.1).
The second source of leakage is temperature, which in a very extreme temperature scenario can increase leakage
power consumption by a factor of 3. Other parameters do not significantly affect leakage power consumption.
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Parameter L WP ,WN TOX N SUB} V DD} Temp
3-σ var. ±20% ±5%,±8.5% ±10% ±10% ±10% 80 C ±50%
Table 3.1 3-σ variability for each parameter
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Figure 3.1 Effects of ±3− σ variations on normalized static power in a 15 inverters chain.
As seen in Figure 3.2, dynamic power mainly depends on supply voltage. Hence, if dynamic power sensor is
used to detect variability, those variations produced by the power supply will be detected mainly. Dynamic power
is not a good process variability indicator.
Figure 3.3 shows a quasi-linear dependence between the main source of process variations, i.e. channel length,
and delay. Supply voltage also maintains a quasi-linear dependence with delay. Temperature variations do not
produce significant changes on delay.
From the results above it can be concluded that transistor delay is very sensitive to transistor channel length
and voltage variations, while channel dose and transistor width variations almost do not produce any observable
change in delay. Delay variations produced by oxide thickness and temperatue are no further than ± 3%.
3.2 Statistical analysis of Power and Delay under PVT variations
The objective in this Section is to simulate the statistical effects of PVT variations in a circuit using the Monte Carlo
method. Simulations were performed using BSIM4 device models for a 65 nm technology. The circuit under test
is an 8-bit Ripple-Carry Adder (RCA) where power consumption and worst path delay are measured. In order to
have sufficient statistics each simulation consists of 250 samples using a Gaussian distribution of parameters (3-σ)
shown in Table 3.1. Results are represented using Cummulative Distribution Function (CDF).
The large static power variation shown in Figure 3.4 reflects the large influence of channel length fluctuations
already seen in Figure 3.1. Around 25% of the circuits present more than twice the nominal leakage. This indicates
that it is more difficult to bring leakage power consumption to its nominal value than to other magnitudes by acting
on the circuit.
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Figure 3.2 Effects of ±3− σ variations on normalized dynamic power in a 15 inverters chain.
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Figure 3.3 Effects of ±3− σ variations on normalized delay in a 15 inverters chain.
In Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 showing the distribution of dynamic power and delay, it can be seen that variations
are smaller and both of them obey to a Gaussian distribution. This can be attributed to the quasi-linear dependence
between these two magnitudes and PVT parameters which, in turn, follow a Gaussian distribution.
It can be concluded that static power consumption is highly variable due to the exponential dependence on tran-
sistor channel length. As for delay variability, around 20% of the Monte Carlo samples would not pass performance
test even setting a 10% of Design Margin.
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Figure 3.4 8-bit RCA normalized static power CDF.
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Figure 3.5 8-bit RCA normalized dynamic power CDF.
3.3 Statistical correlation between variability indicators
The correlation between power and delay magnitudes has to be taken into account in order to determine if non-
observed magnitudes can be estimated from the observed magnitude. Control of variations is based on a sensor
measuring a given magnitude (e.g. delay). Then, circuits which exhibit different characteristics to those expected
(nominal) are compensated by using a given control mechanism and variability is thus reduced for the observed
magnitude.
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Figure 3.6 8-bit RCA normalized critical path delay CDF.
A high correlation between magnitudes implies that when using control mechanisms to reduce variability in the
magnitude being measured, the variability in the correlated magnitude is also reduced. The higher the correlation
between magnitudes is obtained, the higher clock frequency or power consumption variability reduction can be
achieved when adaptive techniques are applied. Inversely, when no correlation exists between two magnitudes, the
application of adaptive techniques based on the observed magnitude will increase the second magnitude variability,
rather than bringing it to its nominal value.
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Figure 3.7 Normalized static power vs. normalized dynamic power scatter plot in an 8-Bit Ripple-Carry Adder. Correlation
coefficient = 49%.
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Figure 3.8 Normalized static power vs. normalized delay scatter plot in an 8-Bit Ripple-Carry Adder. Correlation coefficient
= 62%.
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Figure 3.9 Normalized dynamic power vs. normalized delay scatter plot in an 8-Bit Ripple-Carry Adder. Correlation
coefficient = 70%.
Figure 3.7 shows correlation between static and dynamic power. Correlation coefficient between both mag-
nitudes is very low: 49%. This means that static power cannot be accurately predicted from dynamic power
measurements, and vice-versa. This lack of correlation will cause an increase in dynamic power variability if some
adaptive technique is used to decrease leakage power variability, and vice-versa.
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The correlation coefficients between static power and delay (Figure 3.8) and dynamic power and delay (Figure
3.9) is 62% and 70% respectively. This means that delay variability suffered by transistors is better correlated
with the other two power consumption magnitudes. Therefore, it is expected that the use of transistor delay to
compensate variability not only will reduce circuit performance variability but also power consumption variability.
3.4 Thermal characterization of power consumption
The main objective of this study is to get an estimation of the temperature that transistors dissipate in their standby
mode and during their maximum activity rate. In this way, it can be assessed the suitability of thermal sensors to
monitor power variations, either Dynamic or due to Leakage.
This study is done by means of numerical methods, more concisely RC modeling of heat transfer [76]. This
method consists in discretization of the region under analysis into a mesh of nodes and generates a set of lin-
ear equations where the unknown quantities are the temperatures of the different nodes. This model establishes
an analogy between voltage and current (electrical domain), and temperature and power consumption (thermal
domain) respectively.
Each transistor is considered an independent heat source whose dimension depends on the active region (the
main heat source) of that transistor, i.e. WxL. This heat source is modeled as current source with a current equiva-
lent to dissipated power. Thermal analysis is done assuming linearity; that is to say, heat sources are independent
among them. Grid resolution as well as material properties will configure the RC network.
3.4.1 Dynamic power thermal characterization
A ring oscillator of 187 stages is considered for this test. The advantage of using such a kind of circuit is that
dissipated power consumption remains very stable due to the fact that the number of switching transistors is always
the same. This is beneficial for two reasons: the first is that power consumption measurements will remain very
stable unless dynamic variations occur, and the second is that switching noise produced by ring oscillator and
coupled to power supply rails is very low since current consumption is almost constant.
Physical placement of transistors in the circuit is crucial for the analysis. For this reason, an inverter cell from a
65 nm Process Design Kit (PDK) library was considered. As a first approach, the total area of the sensor is set to
15x15 µm2 and assuming that 5x5 µm2 would be enough for thermal sensor circuit, the number of inverter stages
which fit this area are 187.
The electrical simulation of power consumption of each inverter stage is computed. Introducing this information
as well as the physical location of each inverter into the RC model simulator, 2D power consumption map is
obtained (see Figure 3.10). It can be observed that this 15x15 µm2 ring oscillator produces about 4 oC in the
middle region where the thermal sensor would be placed.
In conclusion, dynamic power sensing by means of temperature sensors is feasible, since the thermal gradient
produced by few logic resources is in the order of degrees. Therefore, when placed into a physical design with
thousands of gates around, the expected thermal gradient will be larger enough as to to be measured with good
resolution. Notice that dissipated heat exponentially decreases with distance, which means that thermal sensing is
spatially limited.
3.4.2 Leakage power thermal characterization
Taking into account that leakage power consumption is about four orders of magnitude below in comparison with
maximum power consumption of a transistor, a chain of 15910 inverters is considered. In this case, the chain of
inverters has the input stuck to ground so that transistors only dissipate static power.
Inverters cells are mapped to a 130x130 µm2 square region where each cell is dissipating a certain amount
of power consumption. With the physical coordinates and cell power consumption 2D thermal map is computed
by the RC model simulator. According to Figure 3.11, this circuit produces around 4 moC in the place where
maximum temperature is achieved.
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Figure 3.10 Dynamic power thermal map of a 187-stage ring oscillator.
Leakage thermal sensing is not a practical approach since the heat dissipated by inverters in standby mode is
not big enough to be sensed with a good resolution. Dissipated heat by transistors exponentially decreases with
distance and hence dynamic range of leakage thermal coupling would not increase substantially even placing more
inverters. Anyhow, this would imply a huge temperature sensor and, what is more, temperature measurement could
easily be masked by further active heat sources which operate during leakage power sensing, e.g. leakage control
circuit itself.
3.5 Circuit delay sensor alternatives
As seen in Section 3.3 delay of transistors is a good variability indicator. For this reason, two alternatives based
on sensing a delay line are proposed in this Section: a TDC-based delay sensor and a VCDL-based delay sensor.
Working in the digital domain has two main advantages: a digital sensor can easily be reconfigured and sensor
status can be externally monitored without any extra hardware. However, at some point the obtained digital word
by this sensor will need to be converted to analog domain in order to adjust any of the tunable parameters of
the circuit thus causing a large area overhead. This fact makes a VCDL-based alternative necessary whose main
feature is its low area penalty.
3.5.1 TDC-based delay sensor
The first sensing approach to be considered is based on a TDC which has a simple operating principle (see Figure
3.12). A toggle FF switches the input of an M-stage delay line. The output of the XOR array in Figure 3.12
produces a thermometer code indicating the number of delay line stages that the launching signal can propagate
within one clock period. Then, using a priority encoder, the delay of the chain can be quantified with N = log2M
bits. Finally, measured delay is compared with a reference delay value and the output of this comparison can be
used to increase or decrease some control magnitude, such as VDD or VTH .
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Figure 3.11 Static power thermal map of a 15910-stage inverter chain.
Simulation results in Figure 3.13 show the TDC-based delay sensor working in open loop, i.e. without using
comparator output signals to increase or decrease VDD nor VTH . In order to test the effectiveness of the sensor,
dynamic variations were induced to supply voltage by ramping it up from 0.6 to 1.5 volts, and then ramping it
down to 0.6 volts. INST SPEED and CAL SPEED are 6-bit vectors that represent the actual circuit speed
and the measured speed after calibration period. Calibration is very useful to compensate non-correlated process
variability (mismatch). It can be seen how INST SPEED tracks power supply variations, and how INC and
DEC flags rise when performance is above or below the threshold.
3.5.2 VCDL-based delay sensor
As seen in Figure 3.12, the digital sensor previously proposed requires lots of logic resources and therefore area to
measure performance of a certain chip region. This solution might not be feasible for a system with multiple ABB
or AVS domains since power consumption and area penalty would be prohibitive. This fact motivates the design
of a light-weight delay sensor which converts delay shifts into analog voltages.
In this type of sensor, the signal coming from an external pulse generator passes through an N-stage VCDL that
delay the reference pattern pulse according to PVTA variations. The reference signal pulse width corresponds to
the nominal end-to-end delay of the VCDL in the absence of any variation for a given operating frequency. The
reference pulse frequency is set based on the desired response time of the sensor such that a faster response time
implies a higher reference signal frequency at the expense of power consumption overhead.
Once the reference signal passes through the VCDL, both, delayed and reference signal arrive at the phase
detector. This phase detector achieves its steady state when the VCDL output rising edge is produced at the same
time as the reference signal falling edge, and thus VCDL nominal end-to-end delay (corresponding to the reference
pulse width) is achieved. The phase detector generates two output signals: the flag that determines if the VCDL
is faster or slower than the nominal case, and a pulse where the timing difference between reference and current
delays is encoded.
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Figure 3.12 Schematic of the proposed TDC-based delay sensor.
Figure 3.15 shows a chronogram where an example of the three possible states is represented. It can be seen
that ERROR flag rises when VCDL end-to-end delay is smaller than the reference pulse width that, in turn, is
equivalent to the system clock cycle. To indicate that the circuit is faster than the nominal case, SIGN flag is set
to low. Notice that ERROR flag encodes the size of the timing difference in its pulse width, so that the higher the
difference, the wider the pulse. Similarly, when VCDL is slower than expected ERROR flag rises but SIGN flag
is set to high. When VCDL has an end-to-end delay very similar to the expected one, ERROR flag will no longer
rise.
3.6 Concluding remarks
According to simulations, transistor channel length variations are the main source of leakage variability while
power supply voltage variations are the main cause of dynamic power variability. On the other hand, transistor
delay variability depends on both channel length and voltage variations. This may explain the fact that delay
variability maintains a good correlation with both static and dynamic power consumption variability. This good
correlation with the other magnitudes makes delay a good candidate as an observable of PVTA variability.
As for the feasibility of the proposed sensors, thermal measurement of dynamic power consumption could be
implemented in a very reduced area with an acceptable dynamic range. Moreover, this dynamic range could be
improved by replacing standard cell inverters of the ring oscillator by denser full custom inverters. Conversely,
leakage power thermal sensing is not feasible since it exhibits a poor dynamic range and a large area penalty.
In case leakage sensing was considered as the observable magnitude to monitor PVTA variations, an alternative
sensor design should be proposed [13][77].
Two delay sensor proposals were presented. Despite both proposals are valid and work as expected, in practice
the TDC-based delay sensor proposed has a large area overhead and power consumption, while the VCDL-based
solution provides similar delay variability information with much less hardware requirements.
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Figure 3.13 TDC-based delay sensor chronogram.
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Figure 3.14 Schematic of the proposed VCDL-based delay sensor
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Figure 3.15 VCDL-based delay sensor chronogram.

CHAPTER 4
POST-SILICON TECHNIQUES STUDY
The second remarkable contribution is a study of the effectiveness of ABB and AVS when both are applied simul-
taneously. The objective pursued is the achievement of maximum tuning range and thus to ensure that even those
circuits more penalized by variability are able to recover their nominal behaviour and thus maximize Parametric
Yield.
In order to check the effectiveness of this method PVT variations have been simulated by combining the Monte
Carlo method with an iterative algorithm that finds the optimal combination of substrate bias and power supply
voltages to optimize either static power, dynamic power or performance. Moreover, side effects produced by the
optimization in the non-optimized magnitudes are also studied.
As seen in Chapter 2 there are many reactive ways to compensate the effects of variability and they can be
classified as follows:
Modification of electrical parameters of the circuit by tuning either substrate voltage (ABB) [13][14][15][16]
or power supply voltage (AVS) [71][17][20].
Clock frequency scaling [18].
Implementation of circuits tolerant to timing violations without losing data [73][74].
This thesis is focused on those techniques based on the electrical tuning of circuits, i.e. ABB and AVS. Similarly
to [17], in the previous chapter sensitivity of power and delay to ABB and AVS is studied. The main difference
with the cited study lays in the fact that 2D level curves are extracted and thus it is easier to understand how to
combine both techniques to minimize variability.
Then, once ABB and AVS tuning mechanisms are well understood, circuits under the effects of PVT variations
are simulated using Monte Carlo analysis, and they are optimized using such techniques and assuming different
sensing approaches. An iterative algorithm repeats each Monte Carlo sample simulation until the optimal ABB
and AVS are found. Finally, the obtained results with all the sensing approaches are compared.
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4.1 Impact of ABB and AVS on variability indicators
The aim of this study is to understand how power consumption and delay evolves with ABB and AVS techniques.
The full theoretical analysis can be found in Appendix A [56].
To obtain the relationship between ABB, AVS and variability indicators, 2D parametric simulations are per-
formed using a chain of 15 inverters as a testbench. The models used for this test are the BSIM4 device models for
65 nm technology with the typical corner configuration.
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Figure 4.1 Normalized static power consumption as a function of ABB and AVS.
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Figure 4.2 Normalized dynamic power consumption as a function of ABB and AVS.
From the level curves in Figures 4.1 to 4.3, both static power and delay increase can be observed either with
VDD or VSB . On the other hand, dynamic power almost only depends on VDD.
Static power consumption is highly sensitive to ABB and AVS since applying RBB and the minimum supply
voltage, leakage is reduced by a factor greater than 10, while the maximum FBB and supply voltage produce a
leakage 8 times larger than the nominal case. This means that most of the Monte Carlo samples with large leakage
variability can be corrected.
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Figure 4.3 Normalized transistor delay as a function of ABB and AVS.
Dynamic power consumption mostly depends on power supply voltage. Hence, assuming that dynamic power
is used as the observable magnitude, it would not make sense combining AVS and ABB since the sensor would not
be able to distinguish whether ABB is effective or not.
Concerning delay, circuit latency can be reduced up to a 30% by applying the maximum VSB and VDD (0.5
V and 1.5 V respectively), while applying the minimum VSB and VDD (-0.9 V and 0.8 V respectively) increases
latency by a factor 2.9.
4.2 Optimizing circuits by means of ABB and AVS
Once seen the statistical behavior of power and delay in the presence of PVT variability and having introduced
ABB and AVS post-silicon tuning techniques, the present Chapter studies the impact of ABB and AVS in the
optimized magnitude and also in the non-optimized magnitudes. The aim of this study is to understand the impact
of the optimization of one observable magnitude on the overall variability.
Simulations were done as follows (see flow chart in Figure 4.4): the i-th Monte Carlo simulation sample is
performed using nominal VDD and Zero Body Bias (ZBB). From the first iteration of the i-th sample simulation
results are computed. These results are static power, dynamic power and delay. Then, from this obtained results
new tuning parameters for VDD and VSB are computed. New tuning parameters will be those that reduce variability
of a given magnitude (bringing the magnitude closer to the nominal values). I-th Monte Carlo simulation is then
performed again with the new electrical parameters and circuit is measured again. This procedure ends when the
previous and the new computed VDD or VSB values are equal within a given resolution (±0.01V forVSB and
±0.005V forVDD) or minimum / maximum tuning values are set.
To perform the current analysis variability sensors are considered to be ideal. Simulations are performed con-
sidering the following sensing scenarios:
1. Static power sensor.
2. Dynamic power sensor.
3. Delay sensor.
4. Dual sensor: delay sensor plus power sensor.
For each of the sensing scenarios 250 Monte Carlo samples of an 8-Bit RCA are simulated applying ±3σ
parameter variability shown in Table 3.1, and using the algorithm described in Figure 4.4. Figures 4.5 to 4.7 show
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Figure 4.4 Variability optimization flow chart.
Parameter Nominal Min Max
VSB 0 V -0.9 V 0.5 V
VDD 1.2 V 0.8 V 1.5 V
Table 4.1 Ranges of ABB and AVS voltages.
simulation results. The blue bold line corresponds to the scenario where no variability corrections are applied.
Notice that this trace is exactly the same as the ones shown in Figures 3.4 to 3.6.
Static power optimization: although this variability reduction strategy achieves excellent results in terms of
leakage power, this reduction of leakage variability implies a worsening of statistical performance in terms
of delay and dynamic power consumption. Therefore, this sensing strategy implementation would worsen
Parametric Yield loss rather than improving it. This can be attributed to the low correlation between leakage
power and delay and, in particular, between leakage and dynamic power.
Dynamic power optimization: this method does not contribute to reduce PVT effects substantially. Despite
dynamic power variability is reduced, delay and static power do not have remarkable improvements.
Transistor delay optimization: this method reduces delay variability without worsening dynamic power
consumption variability. Leakage power variability is also substantially improved.
Dual optimization: dual sensor strategy achieves the best trade-off between dynamic power and delay. In-
deed, in 90% of the simulated samples dynamic power consumption and delay is below +5% nominal values.
However, leakage power consumption experiences an increase in terms of mean and variance.
In summary, each type of sensor can be used to decrease variability of the magnitude being observed, but
typically worsening the non-observed magnitudes. Static power sensing is a clear example of this phenomenon.
None of the sensing strategies were able to reduce the variability of all the indicators, but the delay sensor is
able to improve two of them (leakage and delay) without significantly worsening the third one (dynamic power).
Finally, dual sensing strategy significantly reduces the effect of variability in dynamic power and delay at the
expenses of leakage power consumption. However, leakage current variability is not necessarily an issue. Static
power consumption only becomes an issue when stringent power restrictions exist and, what is more, contribution
of static power to the overall power consumption is only critical when circuits are idle. Thus, some authors in
literature [78] propose mechanisms to reduce only leakage during idle periods.
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Figure 4.5 Normalized static power CDF in an 8-Bit RCA applying ABB and AVS.
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Figure 4.6 Normalized dynamic power CDF in an 8-Bit RCA applying ABB and AVS.
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Figure 4.7 Normalized transistor delay CDF in an 8-Bit RCA applying ABB and AVS.
CHAPTER 5
VARIABILITY MEASUREMENTS IN A 40 NM IC
PROTOTYPE
The results obtained in previous chapters are backed by circuit simulations of device models provided by manu-
facturers. These models are very useful to predict the behavior of circuits before being physically implemented.
Moreover, variability effects can be simulated so that Parametric Yield can be estimated in advance.
However, some spatial scale variability effects such as WID and D2D variations are very hard to predict since the
simulator does not take into account proximity effects arising from physical implementation of circuits. The need
of input data for modeling and for verifying methodologies and concepts motivated the physical implementation
of a demonstrator under the framework of MODERN ENIAC project. This demonstrator IC prototype was done
using ST 40 nm technology.
On the other hand, this demonstrator was also used as a proof of concept for other research lines in the HIPICS
research group. More concisely, to the research line in regular layouts. The proposed demonstrator has also
the objective of showing the improvement of regular layout variability, as a consequence of a better result of
lithographic translation of the layout patterns and a corresponding reduction in channel length variability. Despite
that the study of layout techniques is out of the scope of this thesis, the combination of both layout techniques and
post-silicon techniques is considered as a way to relax the adaptive techniques tuning range.
The Via-Configurable Transistor Array (VCTA) proposal, described in [37], is a very regular structure that
maximizes layout regularity by setting up regular interconnects and enforcing all transistors to have the same
dimensions. It is based on a basic cell that contains 6 PMOS and 6 NMOS transistors, and an interconnection grid
from M1 to M3 levels (see Figure 5.1). The connectivity of the transistors is done by proper use of contacts and
vias.
5.1 Demonstrator chip description
The circuit under test for this IC demonstrator is a 64-stage VCDL. A VCDL is a digital delay line the speed
of which can be modified by acting on the input control voltage VCNT of the circuit. The advantages that bring
this circuit are many: it is a compact, repetitive and modular design, which considerably reduces design time. In
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Figure 5.1 Basic VCTA cell.
addition, the VCDL circuit eases mismatch measurements since WID and D2D variability effects can be uncoupled
by acting on VCNT and thus fixing VCDL end-to-end delay to a certain value.
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VCDL Delay Cell
Figure 5.2 Schematic of the VCDL.
Figure 5.3 shows VCDL block diagram and multiplexing scheme of a single design style. The outputs of
each VCDL are multiplexed to reduce the number of IC pin outputs. More concisely, any of the 64 stages that
form a VCDL can be connected to the output through the origin or destination multiplexer. Finally, origin and
destination signals from each VCDL are multiplexed together and thus they provide the output of a single origin
and destination signals per design style. In order to increase the statistics and also to be able to measure the effect
of WID variations, 8 VCDLs are placed one next to each other.
In order to evaluate the differences between regular and non-regular layouts, two layout implementations were
created. We designed a VCTA implementation of a VCDL and we also designed a non-regular full custom (FC)
design, more sensitive to lithography effects. The transistor channel area is the same for VCTA and FC styles.
Furthermore, the VCDL was implemented in two sizes for each design style, since according to Pelgrom’s law
random variability decreases with
√
WL. For each design style, VCDLs are implemented in two versions: one
with transistors having the minimum channel width (FC x1, VCTA x1) and another one with transistor width
of four times this minimum channel width (FC x4, VCTA x4). In this way, it will be possible to determine the
dependence of local variations as a function of transistor size and thus determine the relative influence of layout
dependent variations against random variations.
As seen in Figure 5.4, every chip contains 8 VCDL instances of each layout style and size. As the overall
chip area was constrained to 1 mm2, a trade-off existed between the number of VCDLs and the number of stages
per VCDL. As reported in [79], longer delay lines suffer larger local variations (mismatch), at the expense of the
statistical population. The number of available silicon dies was 22, and hence, the total VCDL population is 176
for each layout style and transistor size. Further details can be found in Appendix B [57].
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Figure 5.3 VCDL multiplexing scheme. O[5:0], D[5:0] and VCDLSel[3:0] multiplexer selection signals are externally
controlled.
[a] [b]
Figure 5.4 [a]: chip floorplanning. In the labels the first two characters indicate whether the block is full custom or VCTA;
the next one indicates the layout size and the last one indicates the instance number. [b] chip picture.
The chip measurement setup is shown in Figure 5.5. A pulse generator provides a square pulse which is
generated as the reference input signal for the chip. Chip VDD and VCDL VCNT are generated by means of
a controllable DC power supply. Notice that VDD is a fixed voltage while VCNT can be adjusted to compensate
WID and D2D variations. Multiplexer signals are controlled by a PC which, in turn, acquires timing measurements
from a high-end oscilloscope that monitors VCDL multiplexed outputs. Chips were tested in the test board shown
in Figure 5.5. Global and local variations measurement procedures are described in detail in Appendix B [57].
5.2 WID and D2D variability measurements
Global effects of variability were obtained by measuring end-to-end delay of the entire VCDL population. Figure
5.6 shows D2D histograms for all the layout styles and types, where the same bin color is used for the VCDLs
corresponding to a given instance number. This data representation shows a clear correlation between VCDL
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[a] [b]
Figure 5.5 [a]: testbench setup diagram. [b]: demonstrator chip test board.
physical placement and end-to-end delay, and thus indicating the presence of WID variability. From the obtained
results the following conclusions are drawn:
Overall variability: minimum size FC VCDLs are the most sensitive circuits to variability (∼23%). Notice
that the obtained results are quite compatible with variability simulation results showed in Chapter 3, taking
into account that chip measurements only consider process and voltage variations (measurements were done
in stable temperature conditions). It can be seen that overall variability is improved (∼15%) in FC designs by
increasing transistor width. On the other hand, VCTA layout designs significantly reduces variability (∼9%)
and no significant improvements are obtained by increasing the size of transistors. The conclusion is that most
of the variability is produced by systematic effects.
D2D variability: it does not significantly improve with the increase in transistor width (see Figure 5.6 leg-
ends). Indeed, D2D variability slightly increases in FC x4 layouts. It can be concluded that regular layouts
are qualitatively less sensitive to D2D variations than non-regular ones.
WID variability: it is clearly the dominant effect of variability in non-regular layouts. Timing differences
between VCDL samples belonging to the same chip are higher than the same VCDL samples belonging to
different chips. This leads to differences between VCDL within the same chip of 20% for the case of FC
x1 samples. Figure 5.7 better reflects the importance of WID variations. This picture shows the average of
the normalized VCDL end-to-end delay for each of the implemented instances of the chip. VCDL instances
closer to the die boundary experience smaller delays than the ones in the middle. This phenomenon can be
partly attributed to a non-uniform power supply distribution as the effect can also be seen in VCTA layouts,
but it is clearly aggravated by the use of non-regular layouts.
As commented at the beginning of the chapter, the combination of layout techniques such as VCTA with adap-
tive techniques is also an object of study in this thesis. One of the advantages of this combination is that the
required tuning range of the adaptive circuit would decrease since variability is partly mitigated by design.
To compare tuning range requirements between VCTA and FC layout styles, all the VCDLs were adjusted to
have 10 ns of end-to-end delay. As the demonstrator chip did not include any adaptive circuit implemented on
it, the adjustment of VCNT was externally done by the test system. Figure 5.8 shows the histograms with the
configured VCNT . Notice that there are huge differences between the average VCNT configured in each layout
style and size. VCTA x1 and VCTA x4 require a VCNT 17% and 37% higher than FC x1 respectively. This can
be explained by the fact that VCTA have performance losses associated to the large parasitic coupling capacitance
due to dense and long parallel interconnection lines. In contrast with FC designs, the wider the transistor width,
the higher the delay since parasitics are the dominant effect.
Nevertheless, the interesting parameter for this study is the required range of VCNT in percentage, which de-
creases by half.
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Figure 5.6 D2D histograms of the entire VCDL64 population for all the layout styles and sizes.
5.3 Transistor mismatch measurements
As seen in Chapter 1 the problems of transistor mismatch become prominent as device sizes are driven further into
sub-micron geometries. In contrast with D2D and global WID variations, the main feature of mismatch (local WID
variations) is the unpredictable variability pattern between contiguous devices. Such kind of variability is caused by
atomistic effects of the device structure and dimensions (random), and on others related to manufacturing process
imperfections (systematic). While the first is inherent to transistor scaling, the second one can be improved by
means of layout techniques. The goal of the following study is to measure random and systematic effects of
mismatch to determine the effectiveness of regular layouts in the mitigation of systematic mismatch.
In order to decouple global effects of variability and also to compare mismatch measurements between all the
VCDL designs, VCDL end-to-end delay is adjusted to 10 ns by tuning VCNT . In this way, timing uncertainties
between the expected cumulated delay and measured delay will decrease as the measured stage gets close to stage
0 and stage 63. Mismatch variability is measured by computing the Integral Non Linearity (INL) of each VCDL
5.1, i.e. the difference between the measured cumulated delay and the expected cumulated delay of each stage.
Then, standard deviation is computed per VCDL stage so that those stages with higher timing differences from
VCDL to VCDL will also exhibit higher INL.
INL(j, k) = Delay(j, k)− k · 10ns
63
(5.1)
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Figure 5.7 Normalized average path delay for each VCDL instance in the chip.
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Figure 5.8 Histogram of the configured VCNT so that end-to-end delay is 10 ns for each VCDL instance in the chip.
σINL(k) =
√
V ar[INL(j, k)] (5.2)
It was already known from simulations that the maximum expected variability should appear in the middle
VCDL stages. However, the non-uniformity of process variations along the VCDL as well as multiplexer variabil-
ity, supply voltage noise and oscilloscope resolution produced distortions in the measured σINL. To compensate
these effects, measurements were fit by means of a half-ellipse curve. Further details can be found in Appendix B
[57].
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Figure 5.9 Estimation of σINL due to local variations (mismatch). [a]: RC parasitic extracted layout simulations, [b]: curve
fitting of the demonstrator chip measurements.
Figure 5.9 shows mismatch variability results obtained from RC parasitic extracted layout simulations (left)
and half-ellipse curve fitting of the chip measurements (right). It can be seen that FC design styles agree with
simulations while variability in VCTA design styles is clearly overestimated by simulations. This can be explained
by the fact that device model always considers mismatch as a mixture of random and systematic effects, and
therefore layout manufacturability optimizations are not taken into account. This fact explains why VCTA x1 and
FC x1 exhibit similar mismatch variations from simulation results.
Observing measured variability in VCTA layouts we can conclude that random variability is the main cause
of local variations in regular layouts, since increasing 4 times the layout size, variability improves by a factor
of 1.8, close to factor 2 which is the expected improvement in random variability according to Pelgrom’s Law.
On the other hand, in full custom layouts local variations are dominated by systematic effects, and consequently,
variability only improves 30% when transistor width is increased by a factor of 4.
In conclusion, regular layout designs suffer less from variability than non-regular designs, and hence reliability
is improved with this design methodology. The price to pay is the area penalty: VCTA implementations of the
VCDL have an area overhead of 60% in comparison with their full custom counterparts. Note that this overhead
depends on the use of transistors, and this is circuit dependent. In this particular case, the transistor utilization is
70%. However, there are other regular layout proposals [9] with less area penalty at the expenses of regularity.
It is clearly demonstrated that regular layouts relax the required tuning range of adaptive techniques. Conse-
quently, it is feasible to implement a mixed solution combining a low-area adaptive post-silicon tuning system
(either by means of ABB or AVS) and layout techniques.

CHAPTER 6
BODY BIAS GENERATOR CIRCUIT PROPOSALS
To conclude this thesis, the last contribution has been the design of a Body Bias Generator which automatically
adjusts substrate voltage according to local on-chip variations, and thus reducing the effects of PVTA variability.
The main virtues of this proposal in comparison with other existing works in the literature are compactness, high
tuning range and low power consumption. These characteristics together with the fact that this BBG works in
closed loop and hence it does not require external control, make feasible the integration of hundreds or even
thousands of BBIs in a single IC. Each island has its own BBG which is adjusted according to the local PVTA
variations of that chip region.
Once seen the effects of variability in simulations as well as in chip measurements, and having studied post-
silicon tuning techniques, a couple of circuits to reduce the effects of variability are proposed. The criteria used to
make the choice of the observable variability indicator and tuning mechanism are the following:
Feasibility of implementation: the proposed circuits should not only be a mere academic solution. There-
fore, they have to be simpler enough as to be integrated into EDA tools.
Low area and power penalty: Parametric Yield improvement has to be clearly higher than the area overhead
produced by inserting our circuit into the chip. Otherwise, the effort done in the integration of proposed
solutions is not worthwhile. Similarly, the increase in power consumption produced by the circuit should be
as small as possible. It is difficult to establish an arbitrary measure to determine whether power consumption
overhead is affordable or not. As a first approximation we can consider that power density must not increase
by the insertion of the circuit, that is to say that power consumption of the circuit must be less or equal to the
product of area overhead and power density.
Scalability: proposed solution should be valid either for small (less than 1 mm2) or big (less than 1 cm2)
designs. Moreover, proposed circuits should also scale with transistor scaling.
We chose delay as the observable variability indicator for the following reasons:
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Body Bias Voltage Static Power Dynamic Power Max Frequency
-1.8 V -87.7% -15.5% -29.7%
-0.9 V -71.1% -7.7% -15.2%
0.35 V +87.7% +3.1% +6.2%
0.7 V +196% +6.3% +12.6%
Table 6.1 Body Bias adjust range of a 32-stage VCDL in 28 nm FD-SOI technology. Maximum RBB (-1.8 V) substantially
reduces static power at the expenses of transistor delay. On the contrary, maximum FBB (0.7 V) improves transistor performance
and dramatically increases static power.
Timing failures are the most critical source of reliability loss. While chips exhibiting thermal hot spots
or suffering high leakage currents can still be functional, chips containing circuits that suffer from clock
violations cannot.
As seen in Chapter 3, transistor delay variability maintains a certainly good correlation with both static and
dynamic power. This is then confirmed when overall variability is optimized using delay as observable mag-
nitude (see Chapter 4).
From the studied sensor implementations, the VCDL-based delay sensor is the one that requires less hardware
and power consumption.
Dual sensing implementation is discarded. Despite it can potentially reduce both dynamic power and transis-
tor delay variability, the complexity associated with combining information from two sensors and the increase
in area overhead, make this approach difficult to implement.
Notice that the main drawback of using delay as observable magnitude is the insensitiveness to thermal hot
spots that might jeopardize ICs.
As for the post-silicon tuning mechanism we chose ABB instead of AVS or a combination of them for the
following reasons:
As seen in Chapter 5, and more precisely in Figure 5.7, the effects of WID variations in contiguous VCDLs
may differ substantially. Therefore, applying a single body bias or supply voltage to the chip does not avoid
local differences. Instead, the die may be partitioned into a certain number of islands with independent control.
The use of AVS would limit the number of islands since each island would require a tunable voltage regulator
with driving capability enough to supply the transistors of that island.
ABB has not that limitation since, in principle, bulk terminals are of high impedance.
The effectiveness of body bias is known to decrease with nanometer bulk MOS devices. However, with the
appearance of FD-SOI technology with ultra-thin body and buried oxide (UTBB), body bias is again seen
as one of the best ways to control variability [80]. FD-SOI allows a wide range of body bias voltages and
consequently a larger control on the transistor threshold voltages (see Table 6).
The objective is thus to minimize the effects of PVTA variability by measuring delay and applying the body bias
voltage that brings the circuit to its nominal performance. To compensate local effects of variability we consider
the BBI approach proposed in [66][36]. This concept consists in partitioning silicon dies into islands to control
different regions of the chip with different bias voltages.
In the approach considered in this proposal (see Figure 6.1), each BBI has a sensor and a BBG with a self-
adaptive procedure to adjust the body bias voltage at runtime so that the circuits contained in the BBI operate near
to nominal conditions. The adaptation is local to each BBI and decentralized, so the overhead is only related to the
sensor and BBG contained in the BBI.
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Figure 6.1 Chip is partitioned into small body bias islands. Each island has a compensation circuit comprising a delay line,
a phase detector and a charge pump.
As previously commented, two BBGs were proposed. The first one is a simple and light-weight BBG with FBB
capability only. The second one has a more complex design which allows both FBB and RBB modes. The main
features of these two proposals are the following:
Circuits are almost fully analog to reduce area penalty, power consumption and response time. This allows us
to dispense with DACs.
Sleep mode to minimize leakage when island is idle.
BBG works in closed loop based on a DLL-like structure so that the measured delay drift in each BBI is used
to track variations by modifying body bias output.
Scalable and easily integrable into an automated design flow since the architecture is fully distributed.
6.1 FBB Generator circuit proposal
This was the first BBG circuit version which was able to generate voltages only within power supply voltage rails.
The main advantage of such implementation is the low area penalty (81 µm2). Of course, the main disadvantage
is the low adjust range (700 mV) that limits the range of compensable delay variations. However, this low tuning
range could be enough for designs where systematic process variability has been previously reduced by means of
layout techniques (e.g. regular layout designs).
The circuit used as variability sensor is the VCDL-based delay sensor described in Section 3.5, which contains
a VCDL and a phase detector. An externally generated reference pulse passes through the VCDL which delays
this pulse according to PVTA variations on that circuit region. The phase detector, consisting in a FF, generates a
charge pulse as wide as the timing difference between the reference pulse falling edge and delayed pattern rising
edge (see Figure 6.3). Finally, the VCDL end-to-end delay is locked to reference pulse THigh after around 2 µs.
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Figure 6.2 Phase detector (left) and charge pump (right) of the proposed FBB Generator.
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Figure 6.3 Phase detector control signals and charge pump output body biases of the FBB Generator (zoom) [a]. PMOS and
NMOS generated body biases and VCDL end-to-end delay of the FBB Generator [b].
Figure 6.2 (right) shows the FBB generator. The first control transistor is used to discharge the capacitor when
the body bias island is in sleep mode, and thus avoiding an increase in leakage power consumption during idle
periods. This transistor W/L ratio is large enough to discharge the capacitor in 2 ns. The second control transistor
converts the output pulse of the phase detector into a short current pulse that partially charges the capacitor. In this
case a small W/L ratio is preferred to achieve a finer body bias adjust at the expense of the maximum speed of the
dynamic variations that the circuit will be able to compensate.
In order to test the effectiveness of this BBG circuit, 500 Monte Carlo simulations were performed using the
foundry-provided variability data. In absence of any control mechanism, the expected result is a histogram where
samples are spread around the nominal VCDL end-to-end delay. The main limitation of a FBB-only generator is the
impossibility to make circuits slower. Therefore, those circuits faster than the nominal case will be unnecessarily
faster, with a consequent power consumption penalty. To overcome this issue, power supply voltage was decreased
by 4% in order to make all the delay line samples slower than the nominal circuit simulation.
Figure 6.4 shows the VCDL end-to-end delay histograms for the 500 Monte Carlo simulations. As can be
observed, before applying any adjustment (blue) delay samples are dispersed around the nominal delay with a
coefficient of variation (understood as 3σ/µ) of 7%. When supply voltage is reduced by 4% normalized end-to-
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Figure 6.4 VCDL end-to-end delay histograms (a.u.) with and without applying FBB voltage.
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Figure 6.5 Phase detector of the proposed FBB+RBB generator.
end delay is shifted (black) and thus all delay samples are slower than the nominal case. If now the FBB generator
is used to compensate variability (red), not only end-to-end delay of all the samples is dispersed around the nominal
value, but also coefficient of variation decreases from 7% to 1%. What is more, dynamic power consumption is
reduced by 8% as a side effect of having reduced power supply voltage.
6.2 FBB+RBB Generator circuit proposal
This second circuit evolves from the first proposed BBG. The objective was to extend post-silicon tuning range by
implementing RBB capability. The major handicap of RBB is the out-of-rail voltage generation which makes this
circuit more complex than its predecessor. The area penalty is also four times larger (346 µm2).
The working principle is the same as the FBB generator since it also tracks VCDL end-to-end variations. The
first difference is phase detector (see Figure 6.5), which generates both charge (RBB mode) and discharge (FBB
mode) pulses as well as two signals that determine the BBG operation mode (RBBEN or FBBEN ). Notice
that the pulse width of charge (CHRG) and discharge (DCHG) signals will increase with the phase shift between
nominal delay and current delay. Additionally, there is a SLEEP flag that forces the maximum RBB during idle
periods. This circuit is described more in detail in Appendix C [58].
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Figure 6.6 The proposed FBB+RBB Generator implements a charge pump based in a Dickson Charge Pump.
The charge pump design of the FBB+RBB also increases its complexity in comparison with the first proposal.
Figure 6.6 shows the proposed charge pump inspired in a two-stage Dickson charge pump [81]. This kind of
charge pump is commonly used as voltage multipliers and negative voltage supplies. In this proposal this circuit
implementation is used to provide RBB voltages higher (for PMOS) and lower (for NMOS) than power supply
voltage rails if needed. In addition to this feature, this circuit is also capable of generating FBB.
The role of C1 and C2 capacitors is to perform an AC coupling proportional to the CHRG pulse width. This
overvoltage is transmitted to the output capacitors C3 and C4 only in RBB mode. Otherwise, FBB is produced by
discharging C3 and C4 capacitors with DCHG signal. Further implementation details can be found in Appendix C
[58].
As observed in waveforms of Figure 6.7, at the beginning of the simulation the circuit is forced to enter the
sleep state for 2 µs and RBB mode is enabled whatever the output of the phase detector is. During sleep state the
pattern pulse generator is used to charge the Dickson charge pump so that BBP and BBN get almost 2VDD and
−VDD respectively and, as a consequence, the BBI circuit including the VCDL transistors increase their VTH .
This increase causes a reduction in leakage power consumption by a factor of 3.9 according to the simulations. It
also produces a dramatic increase in the end-to-end delay, which is not relevant during sleep states.
Once the sleep state stops, the circuit tracks the input pattern pulse by discharging capacitors C3 and C4 (see
Figure 6.6) and thus reducing BBP and BBN voltages until the end-to-end delay of the VCDL is equal to pattern
generator pulse width (steady state). This occurs around 5 µs after sleep mode has been disabled.
To test the effectiveness of this BBG, 300 Monte Carlo simulations were performed. In Figure 6.8 the normal-
ized end-to-end delay of the VCDL before (in blue) and after (in red) applying body bias can be seen. Before
applying any adjustment delay samples are dispersed around the nominal delay with a coefficient of variation of
12.38%. After FBB+RBB is applied, the coefficient of variation is reduced to 1.83%. This residual variability can
be explained by two main reasons. First, phase detector logic also suffers from variability, and therefore the same
phase shifts between input signals will produce marginally different outputs. Second, dead zone effect in the phase
detector produces an overall system phase inaccuracy.
6.2.1 BBI Test
Once seen how the BBG is able to recover the nominal end-to-end delay of the internal VCDL, the next step
is to evaluate its effectiveness as delay variability indicator. The test consists in reproducing an entire BBI, i.e.
the circuit to protect against variability and the BBG itself, and then measure the slack time of the worst paths
once the internal VCDL of the BBG is in steady state (locked). Slack time is defined as the maximum delay that
combinational logic could accept without producing clock timing violations. In other words, it is the time margin
between the worst path delay and next clock rising edge. To ensure that the circuit is working properly, the slack
time must be greater than zero.
The sample circuit that we chose to protect against variability is a Cascaded Integrator Comb (CIC) filter with
8 coefficients since it is a widely used circuit in digital signal processing, it has an easy implementation, and worst
paths are also easy to identify. The circuit simultaneously performs the sum of eight 16-bit input vectors in a single
clock cycle and thus generating a 19-bit output vector (an extension of 3 bits is required to allow overflow).
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Figure 6.7 Phase detector control signals (top), PMOS and NMOS body biases (middle) and VCDL end-to-end delay of the
FBB+RBB Generator.
The BBI testbench works as follows (see Figure 6.9): a functional block written in VerilogAMS generates those
CIC filter input patterns which activate critical paths. As target clock frequency is set to 2.4 GHz, carry propagation
delay should be equal or less than 416 ps. 600 ps later, patterns are input to the CIC filter, the functional block
measures the elapsed time between new pattern is generated and the output value of the CIC filter is stable. To
obtain the slack time from this measurement the measured value is subtracted from the clock period (416 ps).
Negative slack measurements will indicate clock violations while positive measurements will mean that the circuit
fulfills timing requirements. This measurement as well as the current VCDL end-to-end delay and body bias
voltages (PMOS and NMOS) are stored in a measurement file for further analysis. Finally, input patterns are reset
to 0 and after 1400 ps new input patterns are tested. This procedure is done every 2 ns until simulation ends after
7 µs, which is time enough for the VCDL to be locked according to Figure 6.7.
In parallel with the pattern generator block and CIC filter the proposed BBG with FBB+RBB capability adjusts
PMOS and NMOS body biases so that VCDL recovers the nominal end-to-end delay. The frequency of the pulse
pattern generator is 500 MHz, so that phase detectors of the BBG will generate charge or discharge pulses every 2
ns.
Therefore, each simulation generates a 3500-row CSV file corresponding to the body bias voltage measurements
as well as VCDL end-to-end delay and CIC slack time. From these values we can extract how CIC slack time
evolves as VCDL is locked to the nominal value and compare this measurement with the default slack time under
ZBB (no body bias).
BBI was simulated only 26 times using the Monte Carlo method due to the fact that simulations required lots
of computing resources. Figure 6.10 (a) shows how the slack time of CIC filter is improved by a factor of 3 when
BBG is applied in contrast with ZBB. However, the coefficient of variation of slack time (3%) is clearly higher
than the one for the VCDL which, according to simulation results depicted in Figure 6.8, is 1.83%. This delay
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Figure 6.8 VCDL end-to-end delay histograms (a.u.) with and without applying FBB+RBB voltage (300 Monte Carlo
samples).
variability worsening is mainly caused by mismatch, since delay variations produced by this phenomena are not
spatially correlated, and hence VCDL cannot be sensitive to this effect.
The proposed BBG circuits work under the assumption that the monitoring circuit (VCDL) maintains a linear
relationship with the circuit to protect against variability (CIC filter in this case) within the same BBI, i.e. VCDL
end-to-end delay is proportional to CIC filter critical path delays. The effect of mismatch is, however, an unex-
pected delay offset in this linear relationship. To show this effect, slope and offset values are computed for each
Monte Carlo sample by extracting coefficients of linear regression between VCDL end-to-end delay and CIC filter
slack time measurements. Figure 6.10 (b) shows the linear relationship between VCDL and CIC for each Monte
Carlo sample. It can be seen that slope coefficients do not vary substantially between samples, while offset vary in
a range between ±13 ps around the average value. Therefore, this offset in the relationship between the monitor-
ing circuit and the circuit in the BBI produces an increase in timing variability, and thus a loss of effectiveness of
proposed BBGs.
6.2.2 Mismatch reduction alternatives in BBIs
Despite the fact that proposed BBGs noticeably reduce the effects of variability, these circuits are not able to correct
mismatch, but nevertheless some improvements could be done in order to maximize Parametric Yield:
Increase design margin: this solution is acceptable since most of the variability is already mitigated, and
hence 2% of clock frequency reduction would be enough to maximize Parametric Yield.
Combine BBG with regular layouts: demonstrator chip measurements summarized in Chapter 5 showed
that the most of the mismatch is caused by systematic causes, and regular layouts were proved to be effective
in reducing such kind of variations.
Critical path(s) replica: some authors propose the use of replicas of critical path(s) instead of VCDLs
[14][18], since mismatch sensitivity depends on transistor dimensions, and therefore, identical critical paths
will suffer less mismatch in comparison with a generic VCDL. The main drawback of this improvement
proposal is that BBG design is no longer equal for each BBI, which will make design automation more
difficult.
VCDL calibration: there is also a post-silicon alternative that consists in calibrating the VCDL during the
Power-On Self-Test (POST) of the IC. During this test period each BBI would activate their critical paths and
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Figure 6.9 Block diagram of the BBI testbench.
VCDLs would decrease their length (in number of stages) until a clock violation occurs. Once the optimal
VCDL length is found, the BBG is ready to track dynamic variations along BBI. This functionality would
require a tunable length VCDL, and the insertion of scan chains to set and observe the signals across critical
paths. The main advantage is that no design margins or special layout designs are required. However, BBG
complexity, which is one of the assets of our proposal, would substantially increase and thus area overhead.
6.3 Comparison with other proposals
The area penalty of both proposals were estimated (layouts were not implemented) using the area of each com-
ponent with a standard cell library for logic elements (phase detector and VCDL) and doing a tentative layout
placement for capacitors. The main contribution to the area penalty are the charge pump capacitances. Capacitors
for the FBB-only proposal occupy 64µm2, while capacitors for the FBB+RBB proposal occupy 320 µm2. As for
transistor resources, FBB-only and FBB+RBB proposals require 17 µm2 and 26 µm2 respectively.
Power consumption overhead was also been computed. As this power consumption depends on the external
pattern generator frequency, simulations were done for different pattern frequencies and thus obtaining dynamic
power consumption as a function of pattern frequency. As expected, dynamic power consumption overhead ex-
hibits a linear dependency with the pattern frequency, being 33 and 38 µW per GHz for FBB-only and FBB+RBB
proposals respectively.
A comparison chart of area overhead is presented in Table 6.2. This table shows a comparison between the
area of the proposed BBG in this article, and similar proposals in literature. In order to make a fair comparison
between different technologies, circuit areas have been normalized (see Normalized area row) by dividing them
by the square of the technology node and then, again, normalized to our circuit. Therefore, even assuming that
circuits from other proposals would scale proportionally, our BBG proposals are significantly smaller. The main
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Figure 6.10 CIC slack time histograms with and without applying FBB+RBB voltage (26 Monte Carlo samples) [a]. Linear
relationship between VCDL end-to-end delay and CIC filter slack time [b].
reason that explains this area improvement is the use of a VCDL in closed loop instead of DACs to generate body
bias.
FBB Proposal FBB+RBB Proposal [68] [15]
Function FBB FBB+RBB FBB+RBB FBB
Process 28 nm 28 nm 65 nm 90 nm
Circuit area 81 µm2 346 µm2 5200 µm2 30000 µm2
Normalized area 0.23X 1X 2.79X 8.39X
Power consumption 33 µW/GHz 38 µW/GHz 600 µW 210 µW
Table 6.2 Comparison of the proposed BBGs with other proposals.
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS &
FUTURE WORK
Since the decade of the 1960’s microelectronics has advanced by leaps and bounds due to continuous transistor
scaling. In 40 years semiconductor industry has gone from integrating thousands of 10 µm long transistors to
integrate thousands of millions of only a few nm. Scale productions as well as a sustained increasing demand
have democratized consumer electronics. However, silicon transistor scaling is threatened at medium term by
the fact that transistor sizes are getting dimensions comparable with atomic structures of materials involved in
manufacturing process, and lithography wavelength hold back. All these handicaps triggered an increment of
variability and an increase in faulty dies per wafer, and thus questioning the suitability of continuous transistor
scaling. The main objective of this thesis is to find the optimal design of an adaptive system to combat PVTA
variations.
The most relevant milestone in this thesis is the minimization of variability effects by implementing a body bias
generator which automatically adapts to local chip variations. In this way transistor delay variation coefficient is
reduced from 9% to 3%. Its simplicity as well as the reduced dimensions and low power consumption makes this
proposal unique.
As further explained, transistor delay was chosen as variability indicator due to being a parameter which has a
good sensitivity to all the types of PVTA variations that might appear. Despite this, it is impossible to completely
mitigate variability effects in chip performance and power consumption, since it would imply to tune each transistor
independently which is clearly infeasible. Nevertheless, the use of adaptive techniques allows us to noticeably
improve Parametric Yield.
It is worth mentioning that there were some variations in the initial thesis approach as for the variability mit-
igation circuit proposal. Some changes, such as discard the use of AVS or opt for a VCDL-based delay sensor
instead of a TDC-based one, have been motivated by the demonstrator chip measurement results that suggested
to increase the number of circuit islands as possible and thus treating variability at more local level. On the other
hand, the irruption of FD-SOI technologies, which enable a wide range of body bias voltages, gives a second youth
to ABB technique which was getting deprecated due to the low adjust range that provided in submicronic bulk
CMOS technologies.
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Another not less important reached goal has been the contribution to knowledge by means of results that em-
pirically demonstrates that regular layouts are less affected by WID variations. At chip level, it can be seen that
conventional (non-regular) layouts suffer large differences in circuit performance according to the physical loca-
tion within the chip, while this differences are reduced substantially for the case of regular layouts. At transistor
level, the effect of systematic variations is almost inappreciable in regular layouts and thus reducing transistor
mismatch to almost intrinsic random variations. Conversely, systematic variations in non-regular layouts produce
an increase in mismatch ranged between 2.5 and 4. Moreover, comparing simulated and measured transistor delay
variability we conclude that simulator is not able to predict the improvements in transistor mismatch brought by
layout techniques.
Despite it is said that the number of dopants will be one of the most critical aspects as for process variability in
sub-20 nm technologies [5], both 65 nm simulations and 40 nm chip measurements still point to transistor channel
length as the most important parameter.
7.1 Variability indicator choice
One of the main objectives of this thesis is to determine which observable magnitude gives better information about
PVTA variations suffered by ICs. In practice this means that the magnitude used as variability indicator should be
sensitive to any of the variability phenomena that may occur to an integrated circuit.
According to simulations, transistor delay is the only observable magnitude that has an acceptable sensitivity to
PVT variations. On the other hand, and despite that static power consumption is also sensitive to PVT variations,
the huge dependency with process variations masks voltage and temperature variations. Notice that ageing simu-
lations could not be done since transistor models did not support this feature. Nevertheless, it is well known that
transistor ageing increases its VTH and thus increasing combinational logic delay.
Moreover, the use of transistor delay as an observable magnitude is proved to be the most effective solution
to reduce overall variability when post-silicon techniques (ABB and AVS) are simulated. Indeed, not only delay
variability but also leakage variability is reduced. However, dynamic power consumption variability is slightly
worsened while it essentially does not increase in average when using delay as the observable magnitude.
In parallel, several sensing strategies were studied. On the one hand, thermal coupling was proposed to monitor
power consumption variability. Once characterized transistors as heat sources we concluded that the heat released
by transistors due to leakage was too small as to be measured with an acceptable resolution, while thermal gradient
produced by dynamic power was large enough as to be measured with good resolution. On the other hand, delay
lines were proposed to monitor transistor delay sensors. After analysing pros and cons we concluded that TDC-
based proposal would imply larger area and power consumption overheads which, in the end, would not make
practical our sensing proposal. Therefore, we propose a circuit based in a VCDL that encodes transistor delay
variations into a square pulse.
7.2 Variability control strategies
According to demonstrator chip measurements, the most of variations in conventional physical designs (i.e. non-
regular layouts) are intra-die. This means that different parts of the IC are differently affected by process variations.
The only way to face this problem with adaptive techniques is by partitioning chips in islands or regions. What
is more, as huge variations may occur in few hundreds of microns the number of islands should be a relatively
large number (100 per square millimetre, for example). This makes infeasible the use of voltage scaling technique
since each voltage island would require its own voltage regulator and this would produce and overwhelming power
consumption and area overheads.
New semiconductor technologies UTBB FD-SOI provide a wide range of body bias voltages, more precisely
between -1.8 to VDD-0.3 volts. This wide range of voltages knobs the VTH of transistors which, in turn, produce
substantial changes in transistor delay, and hence makes attractive the use of ABB to control variability effects.
From simulation results we conclude that transistor delay adjust range is ranged between -29.7% to +12.6% in
respect to nominal value, wide enough as to compensate PVTA variations in most of the scenarios.
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Two types of body bias generators were proposed. On the one hand, a BBG that only implements FBB, which
means that the voltage range provided by such kind of generator is limited to values comprised within supply
voltage rails, and not higher than 0.7 volts respect to default body bias (ZBB). In practise, this involves reducing
transistor delay tuning range to positive values only, i.e. from 0 to +12.6%. Despite the simplicity of the design,
the obtained results are quite satisfactory and demonstrate that it could be a good alternative for a low variability
scenario given the low power consumption and area penalty of this proposal. On the other hand, and fruit of the
evolution of the first BBG a second generator with FBB+RBB capability is proposed. The main virtue of this
generator is the out-of-rail voltage capability which enables to fully exploit ABB technique. To achieve this goal a
novel charge pump circuit is designed. This circuit consists of a modified Dickson’s charge pump which provides
positive and negative voltages according to the error phase measured by delay variability monitor. In this case the
adjust range is wide enough as to cover high environmental variability scenarios.
Finally, we implement a testbench where FBB+RBB generator is assessed. In this testbench the BBG monitors
(in a non-invasive way) the process variations that an adjacent block is suffering, and generates bias voltages in
order to compensate the effects of variability of the adjacent block. Comparing variability of the BBG’s internal
VCDL and the adjacent block after the adaptive adjust, a slight worsening is observed which is mainly caused
by transistor mismatch due to the lack of spatial correlation. Even so, the coefficient of variation of slack time is
reduced by a factor of 3. In order to improve the obtained results several alternative are proposed, of which the
clock frequency reduction by 2% is the most practical one.
As regards the Parametric Yield improvement which our proposal can contribute, it is worth to say that there are
not enough data to give a reliable number, since simulation results are not statistically significant neither this pro-
posal has been tested with other circuits apart from the CIC. Moreover, this Parametric Yield improvement would
also depend on the tolerance margins set and the expected number of faulty chips when any adaptive technique is
applied. Nevertheless, the observed trend in simulations points out that variability effects can be reduced by 66%.
On the other hand, the placement of BBGs implies area penalty. Assuming that we set a density of 100 BBIs per
square millimetre, i.e. BBIs of 100 µm2, the area overhead of the FBB+RBB proposal would be around 3.5%. In
this scenario, the Parametric Yield increase achieved by our post-silicon tuning proposal must be higher than 3.5%
to compensate the area penalty and thus make our post-silicon tuning proposal profitable.
Comparing proposed BBGs in this thesis with other authors’ it can be seen that our proposals substantially
improve power consumption and area penalty. The main novelty and the reason for low overhead achievements
lies in the fact that delay variability is directly encoded into an analog voltage, which not only enables to dispense
with DACs but also simplifies transistor delay monitoring. Moreover, as each BBI works in closed loop, they do
not require any external control and thus making this proposal scalable and easy to integrate into an automated
EDA design flow.
7.3 Future Work
In this section some future research lines are outlined. These research lines not only would give continuity to the
research done along this thesis, but they would also make this proposal interesting for the semiconductor industry.
The first step would be the implementation of a BBG library. On the one hand, a set of BBGs optimized to
compensate a given dynamic variation bandwidth (caused by noise and interferences coupled into power supply
rails) could be implemented. It is worth mentioning that higher bandwidths imply higher power consumption by
the BBG, while low bandwidths require high capacitive values and thus area overhead. On the other hand, BBG
layout must be designed following the same geometry rules as standard cells: cell height, supply voltage rails
continuity, horizontal grid spacing, etc. Once layouts are implemented layout abstract views have to be done in
order to enable the EDA tool to perform automated placement of designs. In order to limit the area penalty impact,
which is mainly caused by charge pump capacitors, and as long as the process option is supported by technology
and it is worth for money, capacitors could be implemented with Metal-in-Metal capacitors which are implemented
in dedicated upper metal layers, thus reducing the area overhead between 80 and 90%.
In order to enable automated physical design of chips it will be mandatory to modify standard cells since body
terminals of transistors are connected to power supply by default (ZBB). The easiest way to adapt cells to our
needs is to split power supply stripes as shown in Figure 7.1.b, so that bulk terminals are connected to a dedicated
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terminal (BBP or BBN ). Notice that a new spacer filler cell is required to delimit contiguous BBIs (see Figure
7.1.c). Finally, BBG would be inserted in the middle of the island and the routing algorithm should interconnect
PMOS and NMOS body bias voltages outputs of the generator with the horizontal body bias stripes as seen in the
example depicted in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.1 Orignal standard cell (NAND2) layout design [a]. Modified standard cell (NAND2) with dedicated body terminals
[b]. Spacer cell to delimit contiguous BBIs [c].
Given the experience of HIPICS group in the design of regular layouts and given the effectiveness of such kind
of designs for reducing process variability at design stage, another possible future line of research could be the
implementation of a regular standard cell library and combining them with the FBB-only generator proposed in
this thesis. Despite tuning range of this generator is clearly lower than the maximum enabled by technology, it
would probably be enough since global variations suffered by regular designs are noticeably lower than non-regular
designs. Moreover, the big advantage of this combination of techniques is that the offset between optimal body
bias voltages for BBG and monitored circuit would decrease substantially since it is mainly caused by transistor
mismatch as seen in Figure 6.10. Therefore, the coefficient of variation would decrease and, on the contrary,
Parametric Yield would increase.
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BBG 
BBP BBN 
Figure 7.2 An example of a BBI. BBG is placed in the middle of the island and bias voltages,BBP andBBN , are connected
to PMOS and NMOS body termianal rails respectively. Body bias delimiters isolates the island from neighbor islands.
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Abstract— As CMOS technology scales, Process, Voltage and 
Temperature (PVT) variations have an increasing impact on, 
performance and power consumption of the electronic devices. 
Variability causes an undesirable dispersion of performance 
parameters and a consequent reduction in parametric yield. 
Monitor and control techniques based on BB and VS can be used 
to reduce variability. This paper aims to determine which type of 
sensor provides a better overall variability reduction by taking 
into account the correlation between different performance 
magnitudes: static power, dynamic power and delay. 
Keywords: CMOS Digital design; nanometer technologies; 
leakage; delay; variability; on-chip sensing; critical path; body 
biasing; voltage scaling 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
The scaling of the CMOS technology has many advantages: 
more functionality, less area per IC and less cost per unit, 
among others. On the other hand, this scaling has triggered 
Process, Voltage and Temperature (PVT) variability issues, 
producing a decrease in yield.  
Variability can be classified in terms of source, scale and 
nature of variations. The source of variability can be static or 
dynamic. Static variations are defined at manufacturing time 
(mainly process variations), and dynamic variations depend on 
time and environment (supply voltage, temperature, aging). 
Different variation mechanisms may cause variations at 
different scale: Within-Die (WID), Die-to-Die (D2D), Wafer-
to-Wafer (W2W). Finally, the nature of variations can be 
random or systematic. Random variability depends on device 
structure and systematic variability depends on process. 
The study of variability has gained prominence in newer 
CMOS technologies. In new technologies, geometrical 
variability begins to be dominated by random mechanisms such 
as Line Edge Roughness (LER), Random Dopant Fluctuations 
(RDF), among others [2]. Therefore, in the near future, it is 
expected a wide variability even in nearby transistors. 
On-chip sensing is becoming a must in order to detect the 
effects of PVT variability. On the one hand, built-in delay 
measurement circuits allow detecting path delay faults that 
may appear in silicon die due to PVT variability or aging 
issues. In [3] a novel technique for delay sensing with minimal 
area and power overhead is proposed. Power sensing is also 
becoming usual in this new scenario since the scaling of 
CMOS technology has led to an increase of the power density 
in a silicon die. This fact combined with PVT variability, can 
dramatically change the hotspot locations within the chip 
triggering a thermal runaway [4]. 
Body Biasing and Voltage Scaling techniques are 
commonly mentioned in the literature in order to control the 
effects of PVT variability: In [6] a fully-analog BB calibration 
method to reduce the mismatches in transistor pairs is 
proposed. In [7] bidirectional BB is applied to maximize the 
number of dies accepted in the highest frequency bin. In [8,9] 
BB and VS techniques are proposed to improve the yield. 
However, in previous works variability reduction is not 
considered in all the possible magnitudes (static power, 
dynamic power and leakage) When variability in one 
magnitude is reduced, the other magnitudes are affected 
depending on their variability correlation.  
The objective of this paper is to study what sensing strategy 
(based on delay, dynamic or static power) gives a better overall 
variability reduction, not only in the magnitude being sensed, 
but in the other magnitudes as well. We consider a system-
level adaptive solution to reduce variability using observable 
magnitudes (leakage, dynamic power and delay) and adaptive 
techniques: Body Biasing (BB) and Voltage Scaling (VS). We 
base our results on Monte Carlo simulations of small and 
medium sized circuits (8-bit Ripple Carry Adder and 16-Bit 
Multiplier).  
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II presents 
several simulations to evaluate power and delay variability as 
well as their correlation. In Section III the effects of BB and 
VS on power consumption and delay are evaluated. In Section 
IV it is analyzed how to best combine BB and VS techniques 
and which observable magnitude compensates variability more 
efficiently with respect to nominal values. Finally, section V 
concludes the paper. 
II. VARIABILITY ANALYSIS 
The aim of this section is twofold. First, to analyze the 
sensitivity of delay and power consumption as a function of the 
parameters susceptible to change due to PVT variations. This 
analysis will indicate which parameter variation affects the 
most power consumption and performance. Second, a 
statistical power and delay analysis is done. This analysis will 
show the statistical behavior of a given circuit in order to 
evaluate the impact of PVT variations in terms of power 
consumption and delay. Correlation between the magnitude’s 
variability can also be computed. Assuming PVT variations are 
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random as a first approximation, it is possible to simulate the 
effect of variations by means of Monte Carlo simulations with 
independent and simultaneous variation of all the parameters. 
Simulations were performed using BSIM4 device models 
for a 65 nm technology. TABLE I.  shows the 3-σ variability 
considered for each parameter considered in the sensitivity 
analysis [8]: 
TABLE I.  3- σ VARIABILITY FOR EACH PARAMETER 
Parameter L WP, WN TOX NSUB VDD Temp 
3-σ var. 
[%] ±20% 
±5%, 
±8.5% ±10% ±10% ±10% 
80ºC 
±50% 
 
A. Independent Parameter Variations 
The testbench circuit used to perform these simulations is a 
chain of 15 inverters. For each parameter of the above table, a 
±3σ sweep is done keeping the other parameters to its nominal 
value. To compute static power the chain input is tied to 
ground, whereas dynamic and delay have been obtained by 
applying a 1 GHz clock signal to the chain input. The main 
results of the analysis are in Figure 1 and Figure 2: 
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Figure 1: Effects of ±3σ variations on normalized leakage power in a 15 
inverters chain 
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Figure 2: Effects of ±3σ variations on normalized dynamic power and 
normalized delay in a 15 inverters chain 
 
Figure 1 shows the normalized static power variation 
(normalized to the nominal case) as a function of the sigma 
variation of three parameters listed in TABLE I. : L, VDD and 
T. The other parameters are not included in the figure as their 
variation induces a change in the normalized static power less 
than ±5% for a 3 sigma sweep. As it can be seen, gate length 
variations are the most important source of leakage variations, 
followed by temperature. Hence, as leakage depends 
considerably on temperature, environmental factors have an 
impact on leakage power variability. Although channel width, 
oxide thickness and channel doping variations do not affect 
significantly leakage power variability, in future sub-20 nm 
technologies oxide thickness and channel dose will become 
critical [2]. 
Figure 2 shows that dynamic power mainly depends on 
supply voltage (the other parameters change the normalized 
dynamic power in less than ±5%). Therefore, dynamic power 
sensors are suitable to track changes in the supply voltage but 
are not good process variability indicators. Figure 2 also 
shows a quasi-linear dependence between channel length, 
supply voltage and delay. Therefore, delay sensors are suitable 
to track either process variations or changes in supply voltage. 
To sum up, it can be observed that channel length is the 
major source of process variations, and dynamic variability has 
a big influence on power and delay variability. As a last 
remark, PVT variability affects unequally each magnitude, 
thereby in some cases non-observed magnitudes cannot be well 
estimated from the observed magnitudes. For example, while 
channel length variability may produce huge variations in 
leakage power, dynamic power will not experience significant 
changes, and therefore, if dynamic power sensors are used, 
leakage power variability cannot be reduced.     
B. Simultaneous Variation of Device Parameters 
In this case, an 8-Bit Ripple-Carry Adder will be used in 
order to show a more realistic situation with a larger path with 
more and different gates, not only single-size inverters.  
250 Monte Carlo simulations were performed applying the 
±3σ parameter variability shown in TABLE I. . Figures 3 and 
4 show the normalized delay, static and dynamic power 
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of 250 Monte Carlo 
simulations. In these graphs, the three magnitudes are 
normalized to the nominal value.  
TABLE II.  MEAN AND VARIANCE OF STATIC, DYNAMIC AND DELAY 
Mean Variance 
Delay Leakage Dynamic Delay Leakage Dynamic 
1.010 1.946 1.017 1.550e-2 9.071 8.875e-3 
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Figure 3: 8-Bit Ripple-Carry Adder static power CDF 
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Figure 4: 8-Bit Ripple-Carry Adder dynamic power and delay CDF 
 
Figure 3 shows a big spread in the static power due to PVT 
variations:  around 25% of the circuits present more than 2X 
nominal leakage. As analyzed in the previous section, this big 
spread is mainly caused by channel variations, which is the 
most critical source of leakage power variations. 
In Figure 4 showing the distribution of dynamic power and 
delay, it can be seen that the variations are smaller. In these 
magnitudes, the distribution is similar to a normal distribution. 
This can be attributed to the quasi-linear dependence between 
dynamic power and delay and PVT parameters. PVT 
variations are defined as normal distributions in the Monte 
Carlo analysis (one for each parameter), and therefore, a 
quasi-linear combination of these variations will produce a 
quasi-normal probability distribution. 
As explained in the introduction, the aim of this work is to 
determine which type of sensor provides the largest overall 
reduction of variability. In this context, correlations between 
static power, dynamic power and delay variability play an 
important role. Control of variations is based on a sensor 
measuring a given magnitude (e.g. delay). Then, by using 
control mechanisms, circuits with measured characteristics 
different from the nominal value are brought to the nominal 
value and variability is thus reduced for the observed 
magnitude. A high correlation between magnitudes implies 
that when using control mechanisms to reduce variability in 
the magnitude being measured, the variability in the correlated 
magnitude is also reduced. The higher the correlation between 
magnitudes is obtained, the higher clock frequency or power 
consumption variability reduction can be achieved when 
adaptive techniques are applied. In other words, when no 
correlation exists between two magnitudes, the application of 
adaptive techniques based on the observed magnitude will 
increase the second magnitude variability, rather than bringing 
it to its nominal value.  
TABLE III. shows the correlation coefficient of 250 Monte 
Carlo simulations: 
TABLE III.  CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN MAGNITUDES 
Correlation Value 
Dynamic Power vs. Static Power 0.49 
Delay vs. Static Power 0.62 
Delay vs. Dynamic Power 0.70 
 
 
As shown in TABLE III. static power cannot be accurately 
predicted from dynamic power measurements, and vice-versa, 
since their correlation is 49%. On the other hand, delay is better 
correlated with the other two magnitudes. Therefore, using a 
delay sensor in order to drive the adjustment can be more 
beneficial than using power sensors because with delay 
information also the dissipated power can be adjusted. 
III. EFFECT OF ADAPTIVE TECHNIQUES (VS/BB) ON 
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
As mentioned above, Body Biasing (BB) and Voltage 
Scaling (VS) can be applied to those circuits that do not have a 
nominal value for the observed magnitude (static power, 
dynamic power, or delay). The changes in threshold and 
supply voltage achieved by BB and VS will not only affect the 
observed value. Hence, variability reduction in the observed 
magnitude may imply an increase in variability of non-
observed magnitudes. 
In this section simple analytical expressions and simulation 
results are presented in order to get an idea of how BB and VS 
affect the observable magnitudes: static power, dynamic 
power and delay. 
Body bias will cause changes on VTH as given by 
expression [9]: 
 VTH = VFB + |2ϕP| + (λB/COX)·(2qNεS·|2ϕP|−VBS)1/2 − λD·VDS (1) 
where VBS is the voltage applied to the bulk when ABB is 
used. When VBS is higher than zero (the effective VTH 
decreases) in NMOS transistors and lower than VDD for PMOS 
transistors, the technique is called Forward Body Biasing 
(FBB), while for VBS is lower than zero (the effective VTH 
increases) in NMOS transistors and higher than VDD for 
PMOS transistors, it is called Reverse Body Biasing (RBB). 
Leakage power consumption can be expressed as [2]: 
 PLeak = VDD·I0·(1−exp(−VDS/VT))·exp((VGS−VTH)/(n·VT)) .(2) 
Leakage power depends mainly linearly on supply voltage 
(VDS also changes when VDD changes but has little influence), 
and exponentially on threshold voltage. Leakage increases 
with VDD and FBB, and decreases with RBB.  
Circuit dynamic power consumption can be expressed as: 
 PDynamic = VDD2·fCLK·sum(ANode· CNode ) (3) 
where ANode CNode is the capacitance of each node in the 
circuit weighted by its switching activity. Regarding control 
variables it is then seen that dynamic power only depends on 
supply voltage and it is largely independent on threshold 
voltage. Thus, body biasing does not affect dynamic power 
consumption. 
Transistor delay can be expressed as [10]: 
 Delay = K · (VDD/(VDD-VTH)α) , (4) 
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where α is in the range of 1.2 to 1.6 for present 
technologies, and K depends on the transistor size. This 
equation clearly shows that delay is reduced either when 
supply voltage increases, or when FBB is applied. 
In order to determine how BB and VS techniques affect 
power and delay, a 2D parametric analysis was performed in a 
chain of 15 inverters using BSIM4 device models for 65 nm 
technology. In this analysis both VS and BB techniques are 
applied. Figure 5 to Figure 7 show static power, dynamic 
power and delay with respect to VS and BB respectively. 
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Figure 5: Normalized static power consumption vs. BB & VS 
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Figure 6: Normalized dynamic power consumption vs. BB & VS 
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Figure 7: Normalized delay vs. BB & VS 
 
From the level curves in Figure 5 to Figure 7 it can be 
observed that, in agreement with leakage power, dynamic 
power and delay analytical expressions, static power is 
increased either when VDD, VBS (or both) increases, while 
delay is reduced either when VDD, VBS (or both) increases.  
As shown in Figure 5  the best way to reduce leakage 
power and to not increase delay significantly is to apply RBB. 
In the cases when leakage power is much larger than the 
nominal value, RBB must be combined with negative VS at 
the expense of an increase in delay. 
On the other hand, if leakage is smaller than the nominal 
value, delay will be probably higher than expected. Then, two 
approaches are possible. One is to apply FBB so that leakage 
power will increase significantly while delay will be 
moderately reduced. Dynamic power will not be affected. The 
second alternative approach is to increase VDD, so that leakage 
power will increase a little, while delay will be reduced 
considerately. Dynamic power will also be increased 
considerately. Hence, depending on the priorities of the 
variability to be reduced, FBB, an increase of VDD, or both 
should be applied. 
As can be observed in Figure 6, the most effective way to 
adjust dynamic power is to modify VDD since BB doesn’t have 
relevant impact on dynamic power consumption. 
In Figure 7 it can be observed that circuits with a delay 
slightly below the nominal value will benefit of applying RBB 
as this strategy will reduce leakage as well. If a larger 
adjustment is necessary, negative VS can also be applied. 
For circuits having a delay larger than nominal, either 
positive VS or a combination of FBB with positive voltage 
scaling should be applied. 
IV. VARIABILITY REDUCTION WITH DIFFERENT SENSORS 
A sensor is needed in order to apply adaptive techniques. 
Once it is seen the statistical behavior of power and delay in 
the presence of PVT variability, and adaptive techniques have 
been introduced, four different approaches are evaluated in 
order to determine which kind of sensor gives a better 
performance, in terms of variability reduction: 
1. Leakage power sensor. 
2. Dynamic power sensor. 
3. Delay sensor. 
4. Dual sensor: Dynamic power + Delay. 
 
The algorithm flow chart is shown in Figure 8. Maximum 
and minimum BB and VS values are shown in TABLE IV. : 
Measure
Sample
Estimate new 
VS , BB
BB , VS 
changed?
No
VS = 0
BB = 0
Yes
END
Apply 
VS , BB
                  
Figure 8: Variability reduction algorithm 
 
TABLE IV.  MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM BB AND VS VOLTAGES 
Parameter Nominal Min Max 
BB 0V -0.9V 0.5V 
VS 1.2V 0.8V 1.5V 
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The algorithm shown in Figure 8 describes the adjustment 
process which takes place in a circuit in the presence of PVT 
variations. First, the observable magnitude is measured. Then, 
body bias (BB) and supply voltage (VS) values are estimated. 
BB and VS are those values which bring measured value to 
nominal value. If computed BB and VS values don’t differ 
from the previous values, circuit is already adapted and 
nothing has to be done. Otherwise, estimated voltages are 
applied and the observable magnitude of the circuit is 
measured again, and a new estimation is done. This iterative 
process ends when the previous and the new computed BB 
and VS values are equal within a given resolution. For this 
work, body bias and supply voltage resolutions are ±0.01V 
and 0.005V respectively. 
The estimation process consists on computing the 
magnitude gain to be applied at the circuit to bring them to its 
nominal behavior. This gain is defined as observed magnitude 
divided by nominal value. Estimated BB and VS values are 
obtained from the level curves shown in Figure 5 to             
Figure 7. The algorithm finds the new BB and VS values 
which best fit with the desired magnitude gain. Despite the 
level curves were obtained from a nominal 15 inverters chain, 
the estimation process was also successful when larger circuits 
such as ISCAS C6288 were simulated. This is possible since 
power and delay level curves do not change substantially 
between different circuits, and therefore, these level curves are 
enough to estimate the appropriate BB and VS values. 
In case of dual sensors the process is similar: the algorithm 
tries to find those BB and VS values which delay and dynamic 
power gains best fit with the desired ones. If neither BB nor 
VS values can achieve these restrictions, the algorithm finds 
those values which delay and dynamic power gains are the 
nearest to the desired ones. 
250 Monte Carlo simulations are performed applying the 
±3σ parameter variability shown in TABLE I. , using an 8-Bit 
Ripple-Carry Adder.   
Figure 9 to Figure 11 show the Cumulative Distribution 
Function (CDF) of 250 Monte Carlo simulations when no 
adaptive techniques are used (bold line), and when static 
power, dynamic power, delay or dual sensor is used to reduce 
variability. CDF indicates the percentage of cases which 
accomplishes that power or delay is equal or less than a certain 
value. 
Although leakage sensing achieves excellent results in 
terms of leakage power, this reduction of leakage variability 
implies a worsening of statistical performance in terms of 
delay, which implies parametric yield loss and, what is more, a 
substantial increase of mean dynamic power variability. This 
can be attributed to the low correlation between leakage power 
and delay and, particularly, between leakage and dynamic 
power. Leakage is mostly a problem during inactivity periods. 
In these periods a better approach would be to shut off the 
block avoiding leakage altogether. Therefore, the efforts 
should be concentrated on those periods when the system is 
running. 
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Figure 9: Nominal static power CDF in an 8-Bit Ripple-Carry Adder applying 
variability reduction 
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Figure 10: Nominal dynamic power CDF in an 8-Bit Ripple-Carry Adder 
applying variability reduction 
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Figure 11: Nominal delay CDF in an 8-Bit Ripple-Carry Adder applying 
variability reduction 
 
Dynamic power sensor does not contribute to reduce PVT 
effects substantially. Although dynamic power variability is 
reduced, delay and static power do not have remarkable 
improvements. 
As expected, Delay sensors provide an excellent delay 
variability reduction without worsening dynamic power 
consumption variability. Leakage power variability is also 
substantially improved. 
Dual sensor strategy achieves the best trade-off between 
dynamic power and delay. In the 90% of cases, dynamic 
power consumption and delay CDF is equal or less than +5% 
and +7% of nominal dynamic power and nominal delay 
respectively. On the other hand, leakage power consumption 
experiences an increase in terms of mean and variance. 
However, leakage power consumption is not an issue when no 
power restrictions exist. What is more, if some power 
management strategy is also implemented leakage power 
consumption can be reduced during the idle periods [5]. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
Channel length, temperature and supply voltage are the 
most important source of variations. Nevertheless, these 
parameter variations affect differently static power, dynamic 
power and delay. For this reason, when two by two correlation 
coefficients are computed in Monte Carlo simulations, ranges 
of results are between 49% and 70%. The results depicted in 
this paper are very similar for small circuits such as a 15 
inverters chain or an 8-Bit Ripple-Carry Adder, or more 
complex circuits such as a 16-Bit Multiplier (ISCAS C6288). 
It is reasonable to expect that the conclusions are also 
applicable to large SoC circuits. 
A novel study to reduce variability is proposed. This study 
evaluates the impact of variability reduction in different 
magnitudes (static and dynamic power and delay) when 
adaptive techniques are used to minimize each of them. It has 
been shown that when using one type of sensor to control the 
sensed magnitude, the magnitudes not being directly sensed 
are also affected when adaptive techniques applied (BB and 
VS) and sometimes the resulting yield is worsened. This is due 
to correlation between magnitudes. In this work this 
correlation is taken into account and quantified. 
Delay is the magnitude which has better correlation 
coefficients, 62% with leakage power and 70% with dynamic 
power. This fact explains the good results obtained when 
delay is sensed and used as feedback to reduce variability. 
Higher correlations between delay and power mean that PVT 
variations affects similarly and, therefore, when delay 
variability is reduced by means of BB or VS, static and 
dynamic power variability not increase and, in some cases, 
may even be reduced . 
Dual sensors also provide a good trade-off between delay 
and dynamic power variability, and may be a good choice for 
those systems which its leakage power consumption is not an 
issue. Otherwise, an additional power management technique 
such as power gating will be mandatory.   
Finally, delay sensors are proposed in order to implement 
variability-tolerant smart circuits, rather than the other three 
approaches. However, delay sensors may not be always the 
best choice for reducing variability. In some specific low 
power applications without severe timing and dynamic power 
restrictions, leakage power sensors may be a better choice, for 
example. The aim of this work is to show that variability can 
be afforded with different solutions. However, delay sensors 
give better results in general terms, with less extra hardware 
and lower area overhead than other approaches.  
TABLE V. shows statistical results for circuits of different 
sizes when delay sensors are used to reduce variability (right 
columns), and when no adaptive technique is applied (left 
columns). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TABLE V.  VARIABILITY STATISTICS WHEN DELAY SENSORS ARE USED 
 Normalized Mean 
Normalized 
Variance 3-σ / μ [%] 
Circuit 15 inverters chain (30 gates) 
Delay 1.00 1.00 1.33e-2 3.68e-5 34.6 1.82 
Dynamic Power 1.01 1.02 5.43e-3 1.97e-2 22.1 42.1 
Static Power 2.14 1.49 7.49 1.40 821 355 
Circuit 8-Bit Ripple Carry Adder (224 gates) 
Delay 1.01 1.00 1.55e-2 3.31e-5 37.4 1.69 
Dynamic Power 1.02 1.02 8.87e-3 2.52e-2 28.3 47.7 
Static Power 1.95 1.39 9.07 1.40 904 354 
Circuit 16-Bit Multiplier (C6288) (2406 gates) 
Delay 0.98 1.00 1.28e-2 3.87e-5 34.0 1.87 
Dynamic Power 1.11 1.09 2.6e-2 3.15e-2 48.4 49.0 
Static Power 1.89 1.08 6.06 0.35 738 165 
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Measurements of Process Variability in 40 nm
Regular and Non-Regular Layouts
Joan Mauricio, Francesc Moll Member, IEEE. and Sergio Go´mez
Abstract— As technology scales down, IC design is becoming
more difficult due to the increase in process variations, which
translates into a dispersion of circuit parameter values thus de-
grading manufacturing yield. Regular layouts are recommended
to reduce variability with the cost of area overhead with respect
to conventional layouts. The aim of this paper is to measure the
impact of variability in two implementations of the same circuit
in a commercial 40 nm technology: a regular layout style and a
compact, non-regular layout. Experimental results show a 60%
reduction in variability with a cost of 60% area overhead.
Index Terms— Variability, Lithography distortion.
I. INTRODUCTION
The progress of the semiconductor industry and its impact
on society has been mainly based on the continuous scaling of
technology. Scaling has enabled an increase in device density
that implies a larger functionality of individual chips and
also, traditionally, an improvement in device characteristics.
However, as the characteristic device dimensions enter the
nanometer scale, the device improvement is becoming more
difficult to achieve due to manufacturing challenges at such
small dimensions [1].
One major difficulty of the technology scaling in current
and upcoming technologies is the increase in variability [2].
Usually process variability refers to variations across the
wafer, from wafer to wafer and from lot to lot due to
imperfection of process control and equipment nonuniformity.
Nowadays, variability becomes increasingly important due to
a combination of factors. First, since nominal dimensions are
extremely small, physical parameter fluctuations have a large
relative impact. This source of variability is known as random
or statistical and it is local in nature, giving rise to device-
to-device variations even in devices with identical layout.
Examples include Random Dopant Fluctuations, Line Edge
Roughness, among others [3], [4]. Second, fluctuations or non-
homogeneities of the manufacturing process also contribute to
the overall indeterminacy of each device characteristics. This
second source of variation is known as systematic and it can
produce both local (device-to-device) and global (die-to-die)
variations. Examples of systematic variability sources include
lithography distortion, flare, non-uniform layer thickness due
to CMP and well proximity effect.
The authors are with the High Performance IC Design Group, Dept. of
Electronic Engineering, Universitat Polite`cnica de Catalunya.
The research leading to these results has received funding from the Eu-
ropean Community Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under
grant agreement number 248538 (MODERN project) and the Spanish Ministry
of Economy (MINECO) and FEDER funds through the project TEC2008-
01856 (Terasystems).
Variability represents a technical, but especially an econom-
ical problem. Device variability translates into a dispersion of
circuit specifications so that a certain number of circuits do
not accomplish the desired specifications and thus the yield
decreases. As a consequence, variability mitigation techniques
are applied at different levels. While random variability cannot
be completely eliminated, new device architectures tend to
reduce its effects for example by reducing or eliminating
channel doping, as seen in FD-SOI [5] or FinFETs [6].
With respect to systematic variability, regular layout design
styles [7], [8] are used to minimize the number of patterns
in each layer and to simplify the patterns by using only
rectangular shapes and thus reducing the systematic variability
associated to lithography distortion. These techniques aim to
reduce local variations, while global variations caused by other
systematic or general process variability can be addressed by
electrical tuning (voltage scaling, body bias, etc.) [9].
While regular layout techniques are usually recommended
to reduce variability, they also represent an area overhead
with respect to conventional layout. On the other hand, the
benefits in terms of variability of regular layouts have not
been adequately quantified and for this reason it is difficult to
assess whether regular layouts represent an overall advantage
with respect to conventional layouts or not.
The objective of this paper is to measure the impact of
variability in two different implementations in a commercial
bulk CMOS 40 nm technology of a Voltage Controlled Delay
Line (VCDL) circuit: one in a highly regular layout style
called VCTA [10], and the other using a compact, non-regular
layout design style. The VCDL circuit is chosen as a test
vehicle, so that delay is measured reflecting the different
sources of variability present in the circuit. The variability
measurements can contribute to better assess the advantages
and disadvantages of a regular layout design style against a
conventional one.
The structure of the article is as follows. Section II briefly
outlines the regular layout used for the comparison, called
VCTA. Section III describes the chip implementation and the
different design styles used to assess variability effects. In
Section IV the types of measurements to evaluate variability
are detailed. Section V shows the results of Global Variations
measurements whereas Section VI presents the results of
Local Variations in VCDL delay stages. Finally, Section VII
concludes the paper.
II. VCTA REGULAR LAYOUT
The VCTA proposal, described in [10], is a very regular
structure that maximizes layout regularity by setting up regular
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Fig. 1. Basic VCTA cell.
Fig. 2. Schematic of the VCDL.
interconnects and enforces all transistors to have the same
dimensions. It is based on a basic cell that contains 6 PMOS
and 6 NMOS transistors, and an interconnection grid from M1
to M3 levels (see Figure 1). The connectivity of the transistors
is done by proper use of contacts and vias.
The advantages of VCTA are twofold. On the one hand, the
constant pitch between metals as well as poly layers ensures
the minimum lithography variability due to neighbor proximity
effects. On the other hand, the geometry of the VCTA cell
eases the layout automation and its scalability.
The main disadvantage is the area penalty due to the
use of dummy transistors. There are also performance losses
associated to the large parasitic coupling capacitance due to
dense and long parallel interconnection lines.
III. CHIP STRUCTURE
A. VCDL Design
A VCDL is a chain of M delay elements (buffers) such that
its total delay can be tuned by adjusting its supply voltage
(Control Voltage, VCNT) to obtain a fixed delay between the
ends of M stages. Assuming that the VCDL area is small
enough so that global variations do not affect one single chain,
local variations will be the main source of variability from
chain to chain. Hence, each of the VCDL stages has its own
independent delay. A previous work [11] used this circuit
simulated in a 90 nm technology to evaluate variability.
In this work, a differential signal VCDL has been designed
and fabricated in bulk 40 nm technology, as shown in Figure 2.
For each delay element there is a level shifter that restores the
differential output voltages from VCNT to VDD. In this way
the differential output signals of each stage have signals of
amplitude equal to VDD. Finally, the buffer reduces rise and
fall time after level conversion.
Both VCNT and VDD supply distribution have dedicated
power pads.
B. Design Styles
In order to evaluate the differences between regular and
non-regular layouts, two layout implementations were created.
On the one hand, we designed a VCTA implementation of
a VCDL. On the other hand, we designed a non-regular
full custom (FC) design, which does not take into account
lithography imperfections. The transistor channel area is the
same for VCTA and FC styles.
Furthermore, the VCDL was implemented in two sizes
for each design style, since according to Pelgrom’s law ran-
dom variability decreases with
√
WL. For each design style,
VCDLs are implemented in two versions: one with transistors
having the minimum channel width (FC x1, VCTA x1) and
another one with transistor width of four times this minimum
channel width (FC x4, VCTA x4). In this way, it will be
possible to determine the dependence of local variations as
a function of transistor size and thus determine the relative
influence of layout dependent variations against random vari-
ations.
C. VCDL Multiplexing and Chip Floorplaning
In order to have a reasonable amount of statistics and taking
into account that the number of chip samples was limited (22
samples), every chip contains several instances of each VCDL
version. The total chip area (and therefore the total number of
delay stages) was constrained to 1 square millimeter. Hence,
a trade-off existed between the number of VCDLs and the
number of stages per VCDL. The longer the VCDL, the larger
are the local variations that can be measured, at the expense of
the statistical population. The number of stages of each VCDL
was decided at design time to be 64 stages and the number of
VCDL blocks to be 8, consecutively arranged in a row. This
gives a total population of 8x22 (176) VCDLs for each layout
style and transistor size.
The four design styles (FC x1, FC x4, VCTA x1 and
VCTA x4) have the same block structure, shown in Figure 3.
The 8 blocks are connected in cascade, so that a square input
signal propagates along the 8 VCDL64 blocks consecutively.
Two arbitrary outputs from any VCDL64 block can be se-
lected by setting digital select inputs for MUX64 (O[5:0] and
D[5:0]). Finally, a second level of 3-bit multiplexors allows
selecting these two outputs of any VCDL64 block.
Figure 4 shows the floorplan location for each of the
8 blocks. Labels VT10 through VT17 correspond to VCTA x1
VCDL64 blocks. Labels VT40 through VT47 correspond
to VCTA x4 VCDL64 blocks. Similarly, FC1n and FC4n
correspond to FC x1 and FC x4 layout styles.
The use of multiplexors is forced by the large quantity of
VCDL64 outputs to monitor (64x8 outputs for each design
style, i.e. 2048 outputs altogether) and the limited number of
pads. An unwanted side effect of the use of multiplexors is
that inevitably they add uncertainties to the measurements,
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Fig. 3. VCDL multiplexing scheme.
Fig. 4. Chip floorplanning. In the labels the first two characters indicate
whether the block is full custom or VCTA; the next one indicates the layout
size and the last one indicates the instance number.
since origin and destination signals will experience different
delays due to PVT variations. In order to minimize variability
in the signal selection, identical instances of VCTA-based
multiplexors were used to select VCDL64 signals in all the
design styles. In this way the addition of different systematic
variations to each implementation is avoided. Therefore, it can
be assumed that the observed differences between implemen-
tations are principally caused by VCDLs.
Regarding the area penalty, VCTA implementations of the
VCDL64 have an area overhead of 60% in comparison with
their full custom counterparts, as reflected in Table I. Note
that this overhead depends on the utilization of transistors, and
this is circuit dependent. In this particular case, the transistor
utilization is 70%.
The mean delay is also shown in Table I, normalized to
the VCTA x1 delay. As expected, FC style is significantly
faster due to smaller wiring parasitics. It is noteworthy that
the VCTA x4 is even slower than the VCTA x1 style. This is
Fig. 5. Testbench setup diagram.
because in order to design the VCTA x4 layout, the VCTA x1
design was replicated 4 times connecting the transistors in
parallel, so that the wiring load overcompensates the higher
drive capability. It is possible that a more clever design could
avoid this effect. In any case, the purpose was to evaluate the
effect of channel area on variability and not to optimize the
delay, which is only presented here for completeness.
TABLE I
SIZE AND RELATIVE DELAY OF EACH VCDL64 STYLE.
Layout Style VCTA x1 FC x1 VCTA x4 FC x4
Area (µm2) 80× 20 80× 12.5 80× 80 80× 50
Delay (a.u.) 1 0.68 1.37 0.43
IV. TYPES OF MEASUREMENTS
In order to measure the chip samples a PCB was designed.
The diagram of the testbench setup is shown in Figure 5.
A pulse generator provides the square input signal to the
chip. Origin and destination stages of each design style are
connected to a 40 GS/s oscilloscope. A PC controls the
measurement procedure: it configures the DC power supply,
generates the multiplexor selection signals, and finally gathers
the oscilloscope measurements.
A. Global Variations Measurement Procedure
The first kind of measurements aim to measure the differ-
ences in the complete VCDL64 chain delay when working
at nominal conditions (1 V). The observed differences reflect
die-to-die and on-chip variations, both random and systematic
in nature. The specific on-chip variations across chip are also
measured by binning the obtained delay by their position in
the chip.
In order to measure the effects of process variability, the
Control Voltage VCNT and the value of VDD are set to
1 V, 64:1 reference multiplexors (origin) are configured to
select the output of stage 0 of a VCDL64 while the other
multiplexors (destination) point to the stage 63 of the same
block. Once the multiplexors are configured, the oscilloscope
measures the difference between the rising edge of the first and
the last VCDL64 stage. Finally, the measured value is sent to
the PC. This procedure is repeated for each of the 8 VCDL64
blocks by changing the selection bits of the 8:1 multiplexors.
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B. Local Variations Measurement Procedure
In this procedure the objective is to determine the difference
in delay between individual stages of a given VCDL64 chain
when the chain delay is fixed to 10 ns. The differences will
be due to local variations (both statistical and systematic
associated to regularity), since global variations are eliminated
by fixing the total delay.
The measurement procedure of each VCDL64 is done in
three steps. Firstly, the value of VDD is set to 1.1 V and the
offset delay between multiplexors caused by external sources,
such as multiplexor delay variability and cable lengths, is
measured by setting the output of both 64:1 multiplexors
(origin and destination) to 0. The oscilloscope is configured
to measure the difference between rising edges of both mul-
tiplexors that will be subtracted in subsequent measurements.
Secondly, global process variability effects are uncoupled by
adjusting the Control Voltage VCNT so that all the statistical
samples have a reference delay of 10 ns between stage 0 and
63 of each VCDL64. This procedure is done by setting the
origin of 64:1 multiplexor to 0 and destination multiplexor to
63. Delay is measured after adjusting the output voltage of
the VCNT Power Supply. This adjustment process is repeated
until the measured delay between stage 0 and 63 is within
±50 ps of the target delay. Finally, once the offset between
multiplexors is compensated and the delay between the first
and the last stage of the VCDL64 is set to 10 ns, the origin
multiplexor is set to stage 0 and the destination multiplexor is
swept from stage 1 through 63 and delay between multiplexors
is measured and sent to the PC. This procedure is repeated for
each of the 8 VCDL64 blocks.
V. MEASUREMENTS OF GLOBAL VARIATIONS
As previously explained in Sec. IV-A, the effects of process
variability are measured by setting the value of VCNT to 1 V
and measuring the time that the signal takes to cross each
VCDL64.
A. Overall Variability
In this subsection, we represent a delay histogram of 176
VCDL64 blocks (8 per chip) of each design style in the
22 measured chips. Delays are represented regardless of the
physical location of each VCDL64 block. This measurement
shows the robustness of each design style with respect to
global variations. According to Figure 6, it can be observed
that full custom designs experience a wider process variability
spreading in comparison with VCTA designs. Additionally,
variability is significantly reduced in full custom designs by
increasing transistor size, whereas variability only slightly
decreases when VCTA layout size increases.
TABLE II
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION OF THE OVERALL VARIABILITY.
Layout Style VCTA x1 VCTA x4 FC x1 FC x4
3σ/µ (%) 8.93 8.46 22.92 15.18
Fig. 6. Histogram of normalized VCDL64 path delay for each design style.
B. Within-Die and Die-to-Die Variability
In this subsection it is shown whether any correlation exists
between the physical location of the VCDL64 blocks inside
the chip and measured delay, i.e. the evidence of Within-Die
(WID) Variations.
In Figure 7 WID Variability is computed by averaging the
delays of all the chip samples according to their physical loca-
tion inside the chip. In other words, the results are the average
delays of each block depicted in the chip floorplanning shown
in Figure 4. It can be seen that those VCDL64 blocks closer to
the die boundary experience a smaller delay (up to 13% with
respect to the mean for the FC x1 style) in comparison with
those located in the middle. Observing VCDL64 normalized
path delay for each design style, we can conclude that VCTA
designs suffer less the effects of WID variations than FC.
TABLE III
RANGES OF THE D2D COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION ACCORDING TO THEIR
LOCATION.
Layout Style VCTA x1 VCTA x4 FC x1 FC x4
3σ/µ (%) 3.66 – 6.05 2.95 – 4.24 4.64 – 6.76 6.48 – 7.47
The spatial correlation of variability is evident in Table III
which shows the ranges of the coefficient of variation when
the statistical population of the VCDL64 blocks is sorted
according to its physical location inside the chip, then effec-
tively giving Die-to-Die (D2D) variability. It is clear that D2D
variability is significantly lower than the overall variability
shown in Table II. Also, the difference between VCTA and
FC styles is not as evident as in the overall results presented
in the previous section, especially taking into account that
the statistical population used to compute the coefficient of
variation is only 22 samples.
VI. MEASUREMENTS OF LOCAL VARIATIONS
In this section the objective is to study variations occurring
at cell level. As previously explained in Section IV-B, end-to-
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Fig. 7. Normalized average path delay for each of the 8 VCDL64 in each
layout design.
end VCDL64 delay is adjusted to the same reference value of
10 ns for all VCDL types, so that any difference between the
VCDL64 samples due to global variability is decoupled from
the measurements.
We take 64 measurements, one for each stage, in each
VCDL64 block. In the absence of variations each VCDL64
is expected to have a delay of T/63, where T = 10 ns is
the end-to-end VCDL64 delay, since the contribution of each
stage is expected to be identical. We compute the Integral Non
Linearity (INL) of each VCDL64, i.e., the difference between
the measured cumulated delay and the expected cumulated
delay of each stage:
INL(k) = Delay(k)− k · 10 ns/63 (1)
In the absence of variability the 64 INL points of the
function would be zero, but the presence of Process, Voltage
and Temperature (PVT) variations as well as the oscilloscope
resolution will produce fluctuations in this INL. In order to
determine the INL we did some adjustments. On the one hand,
as explained above, we decoupled variations by adjusting the
end-to-end delay of the VCDL64. Additionally, we took all the
measurements under similar environmental conditions. Other
effects such as multiplexor variability, supply voltage noise
and oscilloscope resolution are decoupled a posteriori, once
statistical results are computed.
Once the statistical population of 176 VCDL64 blocks is
measured, the INL function is computed for each VCDL64
sample and then point-to-point statistical deviation is obtained.
Therefore, the resulting vector is the statistical deviation for
each VCDL64 stage.
σINL(k) =
√
V ar [INL(k)] (2)
Fig. 8. σINL for each VCDL64 stage.
Figure 8 shows the statistical deviation of the INL for
each design style. Transistor local variability (either caused
by statistical variability or layout-related effects) produces
fluctuations in each VCDL64 stage. Since the initial delay
(0 ns) and the end delay (10 ns) are predefined, the maximum
delay uncertainty resides in the middle stages. Therefore, we
expect semi oval σINL functions where the minimums are on
stages 0 and 63 and the maximum on the stage 32 of the
VCDL64. However, the non-uniformity of process variations
along the VCDL64 (which strongly depend on its physical
location as observed in Figure 7) produces changes on σINL
measurements. Other effects such as multiplexor variability,
supply voltage noise and oscilloscope resolution also distorts
the measured σINL.
The next step consists in decoupling local effects from
other process variations and the uncertainties introduced by the
measurement equipment, and thus estimate the local variations
impact in regular and non-regular layouts. The INL added
by the power supply and the oscilloscope can be seen as a
floor noise since the power supply noise and the oscilloscope
resolution accuracy do not vary regardless the VCDL64 stage
number. We measured the statistical deviation introduced
by the measurement equipment and we determined that the
introduced floor noise was 25 ps. Finally, we fit the resulting
measurements (the plots from Figure 8 minus the floor noise)
by means of the minimum squares method with the following
function:
σINL,FIT(x) = AK ·
√
x · (63− x) (3)
where AK is the amplitude value which ensures the min-
imum mean square error between the measurements and
the obtained semi oval functions. The correlation coefficient
between the measured σINL (after subtracting the floor noise)
and σINL,FIT are in the range between 91.7% and 94.6%. In
Figure 9 the curve fitting results can be observed and Table IV
shows the maximum deviation (σINL,FIT) that each design style
suffers due to local variations.
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Fig. 9. Estimation of σINL due to local variations.
Observing the INL in VCTA layouts we can conclude that
random variability is the main cause of local variations in regu-
lar layouts, since increasing 4 times the layout size, variability
improves in a factor of of 1.8 close to factor 2, the expected
improvement in random variability according Pelgrom’s Law.
On the other hand, in full custom layouts local variations are
dominated by systematic effects, and consequently, variability
only improves a 30% when transistor width is increased by a
factor 4. Nevertheless, the improvement in absolute value is
similar to VCTA.
In conclusion, regular layouts not only suffer less from
local variations than their non-regular equivalents but their
variability also scales better.
TABLE IV
MAXIMUM VALUE OF σINL,FIT .
VCTA x1 VCTA x4 FC x1 FC x4
97 ps 54 ps 263 ps 202 ps
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented the measurements of the impact
of process variability in two different implementations of a
VCDL circuit in a commercial bulk CMOS 40 nm technology.
We showed that regular layouts, implemented using the VCTA
proposal, exhibit lower variability effects than the non-regular
proposal, based on full custom design style.
From the global variability measurements here presented
we can observe that the most important part of variability
is due to the physical location (within-die variations). These
WID variations could be attributed to boundary effects more
evident in the FC style, or differences in the power distribution
between styles for the design of this particular test chip.
Die-to-die variability results show small differences between
VCTA and FC designs and therefore we conclude that layout
style is not determinant in die-to-die process variability.
From the local variability analysis we can conclude by
experimental evidence that the main contribution of local
variations in VCTA designs is statistical variability, whereas
the main contribution in full custom designs is systematic
variability associated to layout. As a consequence, full custom
designs not only have bigger local variability than VCTA, but
also scale worse with channel width.
The obtained results strongly depend on the technology we
used; the more mature a technology is, the less variability
it suffers. Given that 40 nm is a mature technology (available
since 2008), we can conclude that the differences in variability
between regular and non-regular designs will increase in new
technologies. Therefore, the benefits of regularity will increase
with technology scaling.
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Local Variations Compensation with DLL-based
Body Bias Generator for UTBB FD-SOI technology
Joan Mauricio and Francesc Moll Member, IEEE.
Abstract—Local variations are increasingly important in new
technologies. This paper presents the design of adaptive circuits
based on the concept of Adaptive Body Bias Islands and a
Forward and Reverse Body Bias Generator for FDSOI tech-
nology. The proposed Body Bias generator design, based on
a DLL, allows a 70% area reduction compared to the DAC-
based conventional design and reduces local variability by 85%.
This closed loop implementation also allows to track runtime
variations.
Index Terms—Variability, Within-Die Variations, Sensors,
Body Bias.
I. INTRODUCTION
The semiconductor industry has based its progress on con-
tinuous transistor scaling, enabling faster chips with more
functionalities, as well as reducing the unit cost of silicon
devices. In recent years, portable devices have become promi-
nent and power consumption is also becoming an increasingly
important factor.
However, as scaled transistors enter the nanometer scale,
manufacturing challenges increase substantially and give rise
to undesired deviations in their parameters due to Process vari-
ations, thus altering their expected performance. In addition,
environmental variations (Voltage and Temperature) increase
the uncertainty in gate delay and power. Also Aging produces a
parameter drift that affects differently the devices in the circuit.
The main consequences of these PVTA variations are twofold:
First, timing uncertainty requires an increase in safety margins
that impair performance gains enabled by technology scaling.
Second, power dispersion produces a decrease in parametric
yield.
One way to counteract variability is to apply runtime adap-
tive mechanisms such that the circuit operates near nominal
characteristics in the presence of static (Process) or even dy-
namic variations (Voltage, Temperature and Aging). One of the
main adaptive mechanisms is the use of body bias to change
threshold voltage [1]. When body bias is applied in a digital
circuit it experiences substantial performance change, and
hence nominal circuit performance can be recovered despite
PVTA variations. Two types of body bias exist: Forward Body
Bias (FBB) and Reverse Body Bias (RBB). FBB (VBiasN >
gnd, VBiasP < VSupply) reduces the transisor threshold and
thus gate delay at the expense of an increase in leakage current.
The authors are with the High Performance IC Design Group, Dept. of
Electronic Engineering, Universitat Polite`cnica de Catalunya.
This work was partly supported by the Spanish Ministry of Econ-
omy (MINECO) and ERDF funds through project TEC2013-45638-C3-2-R
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RBB (VBiasN < gnd, VBiasP > VSupply) increases threshold
voltage and thus gate delay while leakage current diminishes.
The effectivity of body bias is known to decrease with
nanometer bulk MOS devices. However, with the appearance
of FDSOI technology with ultra thin body and buried oxide
(UTBB), body bias is again seen as one of the best ways to
control variability [2]. FDSOI allows a wide range of body bias
voltages and consequently a larger control on the transistor
threshold voltages.
Many papers have studied the application of body bias and
the calculation of the required BB voltage, but few of them
discuss practical implementation issues. The main contribution
of the present paper is a novel design of a Forward and Reverse
Body Bias Generator (FRBBG) circuit with a small area. The
design is aimed to a variability adaptation scheme based on
the concept of Body Bias Islands [3] that allows a fine-grain
adaptivity.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II briefly
reviews the concept of Adaptive Body Bias Islands to allow
runtime adaptation to variability. In Section III it is presented
the design of the FRBBG circuit. Section IV presents the sim-
ulation results of the FRBGG circuit. Finally, the conclusions
are presented in Section V.
II. ADAPTIVE BODY BIAS ISLANDS
The variability problem appears not only from die to die,
but also within die. Due to short-range process fluctuations, or
local variations in voltage and temperature, differences exist
between regions of an integrated circuit. Therefore, applying
a single body bias voltage to the circuit does not avoid local
differences. Instead, the die may be partitioned into a certain
number of Body Bias Islands (BBI) with independent control
of the Body Bias voltage.
The BBI approach was proposed before: [3], [4]. Also
in [5] it is proposed a gate clustering approach that group
gates with similar body bias requirement. In these proposals,
some centralized algorithm is needed to assign the BB voltage
for each BBI. Other proposals [6], [7] assume that not only
Process variations have to be taken into account to reduce
variability but also runtime variations such as voltage or
temperature.
In the approach considered in this paper, each BBI has
a sensor and a Body Bias Generator (BBG) with a self-
adaptive procedure to adjust the body bias voltage at runtime
so that the circuits contained in the BBI operate near to
nominal conditions. The adaptation is local to each BBI and
decentralized, so the overhead is only related to the sensor and
BBG contained in the BBI.
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Fig. 1. Chip is partitioned into small body bias islands. Each island has a
compensation circuit comprising a delay line, a phase detector and a charge
pump.
Each body bias island (see Figure 1) contains a delay sensor,
a phase detector and a body bias generator (BBG) based on
a charge pump able to generate voltages both inside power
supply limits (FBB) or outside this range (RBB).
III. DESIGN OF THE BBG
Many BBGs have been proposed in several works [8], [9].
The main features proposed in this paper are the following:
firstly, circuits are almost fully analog to reduce area penalty,
power consumption and response time. This allows us to
dispense with Digital to Analog Converters (DAC). Secondly,
this BBG is able to generate both FBB and RBB which
means that the circuit is able to generate voltages outside
power supply rail. Moreover, we implement a sleep mode that
puts the whole circuit at maximum RBB to reduce leakage.
And finally, BBG works in closed loop based on a DLL-
like structure so that the measured delay drift in each BBI is
used to track variations by modifying body bias output. This
fully distributed architecture fashion makes this proposal very
scalable and easily integrable into an automated design flow.
The signal coming from an external pulse generator passes
through a 32-stage Voltage Controlled Delay Line (VCDL)
that, under zero body bias condition, will delay the reference
pattern pulse according to PVTA variations. The reference
signal pulse width corresponds to the nominal end-to-end
delay of the VCDL in the absence of any variation for a
given operating frequency. Hence, this BBG is compatible with
dynamic frequency scaling techniques since the pulse width
can be dynamically adapted to the operating clock frequency.
The reference pulse frequency is set based on the desired
BBG response time such that a faster response time implies
a higher reference signal frequency at the expense of power
consumption overhead.
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Fig. 2. Phase detector of the proposed FBB+RBB Generator.
Once the reference signal passes through the VCDL, both,
delayed and reference signal arrive to the phase detector. This
phase detector (see Figure 2) achieves its steady state when
the VCDL output rising edge is produced at the same time
as the reference signal falling edge, and thus VCDL nominal
end-to-end delay (corresponding to the reference pulse width)
is achieved. The phase detector generates both charge (RBB
mode) and discharge (FBB mode) pulses as well as two
signals that determine the BBG operation mode (RBBEN
or FBBEN ). The first flip-flop (Figure 2a) determines the
operation mode: the reference pulse logic level is latched after
each rising edge of the delayed pulse. If the VCDL is too
fast, the inverse of the reference pulse will still be at low
level, and therefore, RBBEN will be active. RBBEN will
also be active in sleep mode in order to save leakage power.
The flip-flop (Figure 2b) generates a discharge (DCHG) pulse
(only when sleep mode is disabled) the width of which is
proportional to the time difference between the falling edge of
the reference pulse and the rising edge of the delayed reference
pulse. Therefore, the slower the delay line, the wider the
discharge pulse. Finally, the charge (CHRG) pulse is generated
by making the AND2 operation between the reference pulse
and its delayed version (Figure 2c). The charge pulse width
will increase with VCDL speed, and hence charge pump will
generate RBB. Also in sleep mode the phase detector will
generate a charge pulse equivalent to the reference pulse, and
thus RBB will reduce leakage in the target circuit.
Figure 3 shows the proposed charge pump for PMOS
transistors body bias (the one for NMOS transistors is comple-
mentary to this) inspired in a two-stage Dickson charge pump
[10]. This kind of charge pumps are commonly used as voltage
multipliers and negative voltage supplies. In this proposal this
circuit implementation is used to provide RBB voltages higher
(for PMOS) and lower (for NMOS) than power supply voltage
rails if needed. In addition to this feature, this circuit is also
capable of generating FBB. When CHRG signal is at low level
C1 is charged, and hence VC1 goes to VDD−VT . Afterwards,
when CHRG signal goes to high level, VC1 doubles the high
voltage level of the circuit and C2 is charged at 2(VDD−VT ).
Finally, when CHRG signal goes back to low level VC2 rises
up to 3(VDD − VT ). D1 and D2 prevent the discharge of C1
and C2 through VDD and VC1 respectively. As CHRG and
CHRG signal pulse widths depend on the phase error between
the expected and measured delay on the VCDL, the wider the
pulse, the faster the charge. When the VCDL achieves the
expected delay, the circuit stops pumping charge and leaves
the charge pump output (VBIASP , VBIASN ) in steady state.
The choice of capacitor values is a trade-off between area
overhead, response time and BB voltage accuracy: the bigger
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Fig. 3. The proposed FBB+RBB Generator implements a charge pump based
in a Dickson Charge Pump.
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Fig. 4. Floating transmission gate schematic (left), and symbol (right).
the capacitors, the higher the accuracy and area overhead.
Only when VCDL is faster than expected (or during sleep
periods) the RBB signal is high, and then the overvoltage
generated by C1 and C2 charge a couple of capacitors (C3
and C4) connected in series, thus setting the BB voltage until
steady state is reached. Otherwise, the floating transmission
gate (see Figure 4) is open and the charge pump no longer
charges the output capacitors. Due to the diode losses the
maximum output of the circuit is around 2VDD, that is, an
equivalent RBB of VDD. These diodes are implemented by
means of diode-connected NMOS transistors.
When the reference circuit is slower than expected, the
phase detector disables RBB signal (SW1 is opened) and
thus C3 and C4 capacitors are no longer charged. What is
more, two floating transmission gates slowly discharge these
capacitors according to the phase shift between the delay line
and the reference pulse width; the slower the delay line, the
wider the DCHG pulse, and consequently, the faster the body
bias decrease. As the maximum body bias voltage drop is
2VDD, at least two transmission gates in series are needed
in order not to exceed Drain-Source Breakdown Voltage.
Each of them discharges capacitors C3 and C4 respectively.
As shown in Figure 4, these floating transmission gates are
switched by means of a capacitive coupling since transistor
gate is no longer referenced to ground (transistor source is at
higher level). When gate terminal is set to high, the coupling
capacitor produces a VG voltage which VDD − VT volts
higher than the internal transistor source, and therefore, drives
this transistor from cut-off to saturation. The main difference
between floating transmission gates in Figure 3 is the W/L
ratio of the internal transistor; while SW1 is expected to
act as a switch (fast transistor, large ratio), SW2 i SW3 are
expected to produce a small decrease in body bias voltage
(slow transistor, small ratio).
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Functional Simulation for the BBG
As observed in waveforms of Figure 5, at the beginning
of the simulation the circuit is forced to enter the sleep state
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Fig. 5. Phase detector control signals (top), PMOS and NMOS body biases
(middle) and VCDL end-to-end delay of the FBB+RBB Generator.
for 2 µs and RBB mode is enabled whatever it is the output
of the phase detector. During sleep state the pattern pulse
generator is used to charge the Dickson charge pump so that
BBP and BBN get almost 2VDD and −VDD respectively
and, as a consequence, the BBI circuit including the VCDL
transistors increase their Vth. This increase causes a reduction
in leakage power consumption by a factor of 3.9 according
to the simulations. It also produces a dramatic increase in the
end-to-end delay, which is not relevant during sleep states.
Once the sleep state stops, the circuit tracks the input pattern
pulse by discharging capacitors C3 and C4 (see Figure 3) and
thus reducing BBP and BBN voltages until the end-to-end
delay of the VCDL is equal to pattern generator pulse width
(steady state). This occurs around 5 µs after sleep mode has
been disabled.
B. Variability compensation
In order to test the effectiveness of this BBG circuit, 300
Monte Carlo simulations were performed using the foundry-
provided variability data. In Figure 6 it can be seen the normal-
ized end-to-end delay of the VCDL before (in blue) and after
(in red) applying body bias. Before applying any adjustment
delay samples are dispersed around the nominal delay with a
coefficient of variation (understood as 3σ/µ) of 12.38%. After
FBB+RBB is applied, the coefficient of variation is reduced
to 1.83%. This residual variability can be explained by two
main reasons. First, phase detector logic also suffers from
variability, and therefore the same phase shifts between input
signals will produce marginally different outputs. Second, dead
zone effect in the phase detector produces an overall system
phase inaccuracy.
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Fig. 6. VCDL end-to-end delay histograms (a.u.) with and without applying
FBB+RBB voltage (300 Monte Carlo samples).
C. Comparison with other proposals
The area penalty has been estimated (layouts are not im-
plemented yet) using the area of each component with a
standard cell library for logic elements (in the phase detector
and VCDL) and doing a first tentative placement for capac-
itors. Circuit components have been distinguished between
transistors and capacitances. Transistor resources comprise the
VCDL, the phase detector and the charge pump transistors.
The main contribution to area penalty are the charge pump
capacitances as they require up to 14 capacitors (320 µm2) to
generate both PMOS and NMOS body biases: 4 for RBB, 4
for FBB and 6 for the floating switches. As for the transistor
resources it takes up 26 µm2.
Power consumption overhead has also been computed. As
this power consumption will depend on the external pattern
generator frequency, simulations were done for different pat-
tern frequencies and thus obtaining dynamic power consump-
tion as a function of pattern frequency. As expected, dynamic
power consumption overhead exhibits a linear dependency
with the pattern frequency, being 38 µW per GHz.
A comparison chart of area overhead is presented in Ta-
ble I. This table shows a comparison between the area of
the proposed BBG in this article, and similar proposals in
literature. In order to make a fair comparison between dif-
ferent technologies, circuit areas have been normalized (see
Normalized area row) by dividing them by the square of the
technology node and then, again, normalized to our circuit.
Therefore, even assuming that circuits from other proposals
would scale proportionally, the circuit proposed in this paper
is significantly smaller. The main reason that explains this area
improvement is the use of a VCDL in closed loop instead of
DACs to generate BB.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a novel BBG design with FBB and RBB
capability has been presented. This proposal exploits the body
bias range extension that FDSOI allows in comparison with
bulk CMOS, and therefore a larger control on the transistor
threshold voltages is achieved. Simulations results show that
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED BBGS WITH OTHER PROPOSALS.
This Proposal [9] [8]
Function FBB+RBB FBB+RBB FBB
Process 28 nm 65 nm 90 nm
Circuit area 346 µm2 5200 µm2 30000 µm2
Normalized area 1X 2.79X 8.39X
Power consumption 38 µW/GHz 600 µW 210 µW
this generator is able to reduce coefficient of delay variation
from 12.38% to 1.83%, i.e. more than 6 times. Despite the
use of closed loop is not a novel mechanism to control body
bias [7], the main contribution of this paper is the charge
pump design that not only replaces DACs as voltage generators
(power and area savings), but is also capable to generate body
bias voltages beyond supply voltage rails. Nevertheless, it has
to be taken into account that body bias islands chip partitioning
increases routing complexity since transistor bodies are no
longer connected to power supply.
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